
NEW PHYSICS OR 
FLUCTUATION?

THE 750 GEV EXCESS                 K. ZUREK

Based in significant part on Knapen, Melia, Papucci, KZ



EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE

THE MOST CONVINCING EXCESS YET

▸ Local Significance 3.6-3.9σ in ATLAS, 2.9σ in CMS

CMS-EXO-16-018ATLAS-CONF-2016-018



EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE

THE MOST CONVINCING EXCESS YET

▸ Compatible with 8 TeV data if gg, bb fusion assumed 

▸ Rate: σ(pp→Φ)*BR(Φ→γγ) ~ 5-10 fb 

▸ Not enough data to constrain width

CMS-EXO-16-018 ATLAS-CONF-2016-018



EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE

THE MOST CONVINCING EXCESS YET

▸ It’s not the Standard Model 

▸ Recent calculations of 
inclusive pp→γγ cannot 
explain the excess
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Figure 11. The rate-normalized shapes of the m�� distribution from the ATLAS collaboration
and the MCFM NNLO prediction for µ = m�� . The lower panel indicates the ratio of the data to
the NNLO prediction.

spectrum. Of course a combination of these two explanations is also possible. Finally, and
most excitingly, a comparison to the fitting function presented in ref. [16] illustrates that
there is no significant hardening from the prediction of the SM compared to the form of the
fitting function used in the ATLAS experiment. This can clearly be seen upon comparison
with Figure 1 in ref. [16]. For instance, both the ATLAS fit and our NNLO prediction
pass directly through the data in the 1090 GeV bin, and just under the central value in
the 690 GeV bin. Therefore we can conclude that the interpretation of an excess of events
around 750 GeV appears to be supported by a first-principle calculation within the SM. It
is not diluted by a hardening of the SM spectrum relative to the fitting function used in
the analysis. If the excess is confirmed, NNLO predictions for the shape of the irreducible
background will be able to significantly enhance analyses designed to discriminate between
different model hypotheses, by providing predictions for the properties of background events
that cannot be captured by a simple spectrum fit.
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SUSPENDING DISBELIEF

NEW PHYSICS!

▸ Basic feature of all models:  

▸ Need 750 GeV resonance + 
other state(s) 

▸ Reason: large tree level 
decay to SM particle in loop 
mediating decay to gaga 71 messenger resonance, which we will denote as M, and this

72 parent messenger resonance can be spin 1, 0 or 1=2.
73 Under the hypothesis that the excess is coming from
74 physics beyond the Standard Model (SM), one should also
75 confront the many other searches for resonant production of
76 a pair of SM particles which constrain possible other decay
77 modes of Φ. The full list of relevant limits has been
78 collected in Appendix Awhich provides the description of
79 the inputs in our numerical analysis. In Table I we
80 summarize only the most important ones, rezscaled to
81 13 TeV rates to facilitate the discussion.For convenience,
82 we have added a column normalizing the limits to the cross
83 section required by the γγ excess. This thus provides an
84 upper limit on the branching ratios relative to the diphoton
85 branching ratio.
86 From Table I, it is easy to answer the question of whether
87 it is possible to accommodate the di-photon excess by
88 extending the SM with only one particle. In particular one
89 can see that the above numbers imply the following lower
90 bounds on the di-photon branching ratios, such as

BRðΦ → γγÞ=BRðΦ → WþW−Þ
≳ 5–10=174 ∼ 2.9–5.7 × 10−2

BRðΦ → γγÞ=BRðΦ → tt̄Þ
≳ 5–10=4036 ∼ 1.24–2.48 × 10−3 ð1Þ

91 and so on. If a coupling ofΦ to the t and/orW is responsible
92 for a loop induced decay to γγ, then there is no obstruction
93 for the tree-level decay modes in the denominator of (1).
94 From simple dimensional analysis, we already see that

BRðΦ → γγÞ=BRðΦ → WþW−=tt̄ÞÞ ∼
!
α
4π

"
2

∼ 5 × 10−5;

ð2Þ

95which is several orders of magnitude smaller than the lower
96bounds in (1). For the remaining SM fermions, this tension
97is even stronger due to the chiral suppression in the loop
98function. In particular, for the bottom quark this suppres-
99sion is more than enough to rule out a bottom-loop induced

100decay, even though the constraint on bb̄ is somewhat
101weaker than the constraints on tt̄ and WW. Using
102Table I, one can see that it is not possible to significantly
103increase the di-photon branching ratio without violating the
104limits on one of the tree-level decays first. Thus, we find
105that decay of the resonance through SM particles is not
106viable: we need additional new physics.
107The next consideration is whether production can be
108SM-like while the decay to γγ occurs through loops of
109heavy messengers. To address this question, we introduce
110the rate of resonant Φ production and decay to di-photons,

Rγγ ¼ σ̂in→Φ;inclm2
Φ

Γγγ

Γγγ þ Γother

dL
dm2

Φ
; ð3Þ

111where σ̂in→Φ;incl is the inclusive, parton-level cross section
112for a particular initial state ‘in’,1 Γγγ is the partial width to
113γγ, Γother is the total width from any other decays, and the
114final factor is the relevant parton luminosity function
115evaluated at the mass of Φ (mΦ).
116For a two-body initial state, SM SM → Φ, to leading
117order we can then always rewrite this in terms of the decay
118width of the process Φ → in,

Rγγ ∼
Γin

mΦ

Γγγ

Γγγ þ Γother

dL
dm2

Φ
; ð4Þ

119where ∼ denotes someOð1Þ, process-dependent, symmetry
120factors. Equation (4) is crucial, as it connects the rate of

TABLE I. Upper limits on the branching ratios ofΦ to other SM
particles.

Final state
95% C.L. U.L.
on σ × BR [fb]

Upper lim. on
BrðΦ → XXÞ=
BrðΦ → γγÞ

WW (gluon fusion) 174 17.4–34.8
WW (VBF) 70 7–14
ZZ (gg prod.) 89 9–18
ZZ (VBF prod.) 40 4–8
Zγ 42 4.2–8.4
Zh 572 57–114
hh 209 21–42
bb 104 1–2 × 103

tt 4.04 × 103 404–807
ττ (gg prod.) 56 6–11
ττ (assoc. b production) 54 5.4–10.8
qq 104 1–2 × 103

ll 3.5 0.35–0.7

TABLE II. The SMþ Φ is not viable. SM gluon fusion and
VBF production requires boosting the decay width to di-photons
via a large ’t Hooft coupling.

The SMþ Φ
is not viable

Tree-level decays
of SM particles
excluded by
LHC searches

SM ggF → Φ
and VBF → Φ

Rate to di-photons
requires large ’t
Hooft coupling,
Eq. (6)

1In this paper, we use leading-order estimates and do not
include K factors for the production cross sections. The effect of
K factors will increase the quoted rates by factors of up to 2.
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71 messenger resonance, which we will denote as M, and this
72 parent messenger resonance can be spin 1, 0 or 1=2.
73 Under the hypothesis that the excess is coming from
74 physics beyond the Standard Model (SM), one should also
75 confront the many other searches for resonant production of
76 a pair of SM particles which constrain possible other decay
77 modes of Φ. The full list of relevant limits has been
78 collected in Appendix Awhich provides the description of
79 the inputs in our numerical analysis. In Table I we
80 summarize only the most important ones, rezscaled to
81 13 TeV rates to facilitate the discussion.For convenience,
82 we have added a column normalizing the limits to the cross
83 section required by the γγ excess. This thus provides an
84 upper limit on the branching ratios relative to the diphoton
85 branching ratio.
86 From Table I, it is easy to answer the question of whether
87 it is possible to accommodate the di-photon excess by
88 extending the SM with only one particle. In particular one
89 can see that the above numbers imply the following lower
90 bounds on the di-photon branching ratios, such as

BRðΦ → γγÞ=BRðΦ → WþW−Þ
≳ 5–10=174 ∼ 2.9–5.7 × 10−2

BRðΦ → γγÞ=BRðΦ → tt̄Þ
≳ 5–10=4036 ∼ 1.24–2.48 × 10−3 ð1Þ

91 and so on. If a coupling ofΦ to the t and/orW is responsible
92 for a loop induced decay to γγ, then there is no obstruction
93 for the tree-level decay modes in the denominator of (1).
94 From simple dimensional analysis, we already see that

BRðΦ → γγÞ=BRðΦ → WþW−=tt̄ÞÞ ∼
!
α
4π

"
2

∼ 5 × 10−5;

ð2Þ

95which is several orders of magnitude smaller than the lower
96bounds in (1). For the remaining SM fermions, this tension
97is even stronger due to the chiral suppression in the loop
98function. In particular, for the bottom quark this suppres-
99sion is more than enough to rule out a bottom-loop induced

100decay, even though the constraint on bb̄ is somewhat
101weaker than the constraints on tt̄ and WW. Using
102Table I, one can see that it is not possible to significantly
103increase the di-photon branching ratio without violating the
104limits on one of the tree-level decays first. Thus, we find
105that decay of the resonance through SM particles is not
106viable: we need additional new physics.
107The next consideration is whether production can be
108SM-like while the decay to γγ occurs through loops of
109heavy messengers. To address this question, we introduce
110the rate of resonant Φ production and decay to di-photons,

Rγγ ¼ σ̂in→Φ;inclm2
Φ

Γγγ

Γγγ þ Γother

dL
dm2

Φ
; ð3Þ

111where σ̂in→Φ;incl is the inclusive, parton-level cross section
112for a particular initial state ‘in’,1 Γγγ is the partial width to
113γγ, Γother is the total width from any other decays, and the
114final factor is the relevant parton luminosity function
115evaluated at the mass of Φ (mΦ).
116For a two-body initial state, SM SM → Φ, to leading
117order we can then always rewrite this in terms of the decay
118width of the process Φ → in,

Rγγ ∼
Γin

mΦ

Γγγ

Γγγ þ Γother

dL
dm2

Φ
; ð4Þ

119where ∼ denotes someOð1Þ, process-dependent, symmetry
120factors. Equation (4) is crucial, as it connects the rate of

TABLE I. Upper limits on the branching ratios ofΦ to other SM
particles.

Final state
95% C.L. U.L.
on σ × BR [fb]

Upper lim. on
BrðΦ → XXÞ=
BrðΦ → γγÞ

WW (gluon fusion) 174 17.4–34.8
WW (VBF) 70 7–14
ZZ (gg prod.) 89 9–18
ZZ (VBF prod.) 40 4–8
Zγ 42 4.2–8.4
Zh 572 57–114
hh 209 21–42
bb 104 1–2 × 103

tt 4.04 × 103 404–807
ττ (gg prod.) 56 6–11
ττ (assoc. b production) 54 5.4–10.8
qq 104 1–2 × 103

ll 3.5 0.35–0.7

TABLE II. The SMþ Φ is not viable. SM gluon fusion and
VBF production requires boosting the decay width to di-photons
via a large ’t Hooft coupling.

The SMþ Φ
is not viable

Tree-level decays
of SM particles
excluded by
LHC searches

SM ggF → Φ
and VBF → Φ

Rate to di-photons
requires large ’t
Hooft coupling,
Eq. (6)

1In this paper, we use leading-order estimates and do not
include K factors for the production cross sections. The effect of
K factors will increase the quoted rates by factors of up to 2.
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71 messenger resonance, which we will denote as M, and this
72 parent messenger resonance can be spin 1, 0 or 1=2.
73 Under the hypothesis that the excess is coming from
74 physics beyond the Standard Model (SM), one should also
75 confront the many other searches for resonant production of
76 a pair of SM particles which constrain possible other decay
77 modes of Φ. The full list of relevant limits has been
78 collected in Appendix Awhich provides the description of
79 the inputs in our numerical analysis. In Table I we
80 summarize only the most important ones, rezscaled to
81 13 TeV rates to facilitate the discussion.For convenience,
82 we have added a column normalizing the limits to the cross
83 section required by the γγ excess. This thus provides an
84 upper limit on the branching ratios relative to the diphoton
85 branching ratio.
86 From Table I, it is easy to answer the question of whether
87 it is possible to accommodate the di-photon excess by
88 extending the SM with only one particle. In particular one
89 can see that the above numbers imply the following lower
90 bounds on the di-photon branching ratios, such as

BRðΦ → γγÞ=BRðΦ → WþW−Þ
≳ 5–10=174 ∼ 2.9–5.7 × 10−2

BRðΦ → γγÞ=BRðΦ → tt̄Þ
≳ 5–10=4036 ∼ 1.24–2.48 × 10−3 ð1Þ

91 and so on. If a coupling ofΦ to the t and/orW is responsible
92 for a loop induced decay to γγ, then there is no obstruction
93 for the tree-level decay modes in the denominator of (1).
94 From simple dimensional analysis, we already see that

BRðΦ → γγÞ=BRðΦ → WþW−=tt̄ÞÞ ∼
!
α
4π

"
2

∼ 5 × 10−5;

ð2Þ

95which is several orders of magnitude smaller than the lower
96bounds in (1). For the remaining SM fermions, this tension
97is even stronger due to the chiral suppression in the loop
98function. In particular, for the bottom quark this suppres-
99sion is more than enough to rule out a bottom-loop induced

100decay, even though the constraint on bb̄ is somewhat
101weaker than the constraints on tt̄ and WW. Using
102Table I, one can see that it is not possible to significantly
103increase the di-photon branching ratio without violating the
104limits on one of the tree-level decays first. Thus, we find
105that decay of the resonance through SM particles is not
106viable: we need additional new physics.
107The next consideration is whether production can be
108SM-like while the decay to γγ occurs through loops of
109heavy messengers. To address this question, we introduce
110the rate of resonant Φ production and decay to di-photons,

Rγγ ¼ σ̂in→Φ;inclm2
Φ

Γγγ

Γγγ þ Γother

dL
dm2

Φ
; ð3Þ

111where σ̂in→Φ;incl is the inclusive, parton-level cross section
112for a particular initial state ‘in’,1 Γγγ is the partial width to
113γγ, Γother is the total width from any other decays, and the
114final factor is the relevant parton luminosity function
115evaluated at the mass of Φ (mΦ).
116For a two-body initial state, SM SM → Φ, to leading
117order we can then always rewrite this in terms of the decay
118width of the process Φ → in,

Rγγ ∼
Γin

mΦ

Γγγ

Γγγ þ Γother

dL
dm2

Φ
; ð4Þ

119where ∼ denotes someOð1Þ, process-dependent, symmetry
120factors. Equation (4) is crucial, as it connects the rate of

TABLE I. Upper limits on the branching ratios ofΦ to other SM
particles.

Final state
95% C.L. U.L.
on σ × BR [fb]

Upper lim. on
BrðΦ → XXÞ=
BrðΦ → γγÞ

WW (gluon fusion) 174 17.4–34.8
WW (VBF) 70 7–14
ZZ (gg prod.) 89 9–18
ZZ (VBF prod.) 40 4–8
Zγ 42 4.2–8.4
Zh 572 57–114
hh 209 21–42
bb 104 1–2 × 103

tt 4.04 × 103 404–807
ττ (gg prod.) 56 6–11
ττ (assoc. b production) 54 5.4–10.8
qq 104 1–2 × 103

ll 3.5 0.35–0.7

TABLE II. The SMþ Φ is not viable. SM gluon fusion and
VBF production requires boosting the decay width to di-photons
via a large ’t Hooft coupling.

The SMþ Φ
is not viable

Tree-level decays
of SM particles
excluded by
LHC searches

SM ggF → Φ
and VBF → Φ

Rate to di-photons
requires large ’t
Hooft coupling,
Eq. (6)

1In this paper, we use leading-order estimates and do not
include K factors for the production cross sections. The effect of
K factors will increase the quoted rates by factors of up to 2.
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GLUON, PHOTON FUSION

SIMPLIFIED MODELS

▸ Most common simplified model to appear in the literature
121 production with the width of the resonance. The width/rate
122 interplay is of great importance, as a decay to di-photon is
123 normally at the loop level.2 Let us see how this matters in
124 addressing the possibility of SM-like production. Since Φ
125 can always decay back to the initial state, we have

Γother ≥ Γin > 0: ð5Þ

126 Let us now consider for instance production through gluon
127 fusion by coupling theΦ to the SM top. In this case we have
128 Γother ≈ Γtt ≫ Γin ¼ Γgg. The expression then becomes

Rγγ ∼
Γgg

Γtt

Γγγ

mΦ

dL
dm2

Φ
: ð6Þ

129 With Γgg=Γtt ∼ 10−3, and the parton luminosity for a
130 resonance of mass MΦ ¼ 750 GeV,

Rγγ ∼ 10−3 ×
Γγγ

750 GeV
× 106 fb ∼

Γγγ

GeV
fb: ð7Þ

131 That is, to obtain the observed rate we need a partial width
132 to γγ of order 1 GeV. As we will see in the next section, the
133 typical partial width to γγ from a loop of messengers is
134 ∼1 MeV or smaller, and so this width needs to be boosted
135 in some way. Adding a large number of messengers pushes
136 the theory to the strongly coupled regime. Given that
137 ATLAS data slightly prefer a largish width, Oð6%Þ,
138 discussing possible avenues to achieve it, is of some
139 importance, especially given the model building chal-
140 lenges. Therefore, the total width will be the subject of
141 the following section.
142 Another SM-only production possibility is vector-boson
143 fusion. In this case, the production is suppressed by the
144 three-body phase space rather than by a loop factor.
145 Following a similar argument to the above, it is easy to
146 see that a partial width to γγ of order 1 GeV is again required.
147 We consider five ways forward to generate the
148 observed rate:
149 (i) We can approximately saturate the first inequality in
150 (5), by ensuring that there are no other important
151 modes forΦ to decay to other than γγ and back to the
152 initial state. In this case, the dependence on the
153 production mechanism cancels from the rate,

Rγγ ∼
Γγγ

mΦ

dL
dm2

Φ
∼ 10−3 GeV

750 GeV
× 106 fb ∼ 1 fb; ð8Þ

154 which is in the right ballpark to explain the excess.
155 In Sec. III, we present two examples of this kind: in
156 the first exampleΦ is produced through gluon fusion
157 induced by a heavy messenger. In the second case

158the production occurs through a Yukawa coupling to
159the first generation quarks and the decay through an
160uncolored messenger.
161(ii) One could accept the suppression inherent to SM-
162like gluon or vector-boson fusion, and instead
163attempt to increase Γγγ several orders of magnitude.
164In terms of a loop with messengers, this corresponds
165to the limit of large ‘t Hooft coupling and the theory
166becomes strongly coupled. This case may be of
167interest for composite models. Alternatively, in
168Hidden Valley (HV) models [6,7], Φ may decay
169to very light states, which then each can decay to two
170very collimated photons, resolved only as a single
171photon. In this case, the analogue of Γγγ corresponds
172to a tree-level decay and can, therefore, be much
173larger. We discuss this case in Sec. V.
174(iii) The analysis above does not apply for cascade
175decays, in which Φmay be produced as the daughter
176of some heavier messenger resonance, M. In this
177case it is straightforward to increase the production
178rate ofΦwithout decreasing its branching ratio to γγ.
179This will however naturally lead to a signature

TABLE III. Topologies considered in this paper.

Gluon fusion
through a
heavy colored
messenger

Sec. III A

Non-MVF Yukawa
coupling to first
generation quarks

Sec. III B

Vector-boson
fusion through
a heavy W0

Appendix B

Cascade decay Sec. IV

Nonresonant
kinematic edge
providing excess

Sec. IV

Decay to two pairs
of collimated
photons through
a Hidden Valley

Sec. V

2Equation (4) only assumes resonant production in the narrow
width approximation (NWA), which is supported by the data that
prefer at most Γ=M ∼ 6%.
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121productionwiththewidthoftheresonance.Thewidth/rate
122interplayisofgreatimportance,asadecaytodi-photonis
123normallyatthelooplevel.2Letusseehowthismattersin
124addressingthepossibilityofSM-likeproduction.SinceΦ
125canalwaysdecaybacktotheinitialstate,wehave

Γother≥Γin>0:ð5Þ

126Letusnowconsiderforinstanceproductionthroughgluon
127fusionbycouplingtheΦtotheSMtop.Inthiscasewehave
128Γother≈Γtt≫Γin¼Γgg.Theexpressionthenbecomes

Rγγ∼
Γgg

Γtt

Γγγ

mΦ

dL
dm2

Φ
:ð6Þ

129WithΓgg=Γtt∼10−3,andthepartonluminosityfora
130resonanceofmassMΦ¼750GeV,

Rγγ∼10−3×
Γγγ

750GeV
×106fb∼

Γγγ

GeV
fb:ð7Þ

131Thatis,toobtaintheobservedrateweneedapartialwidth
132toγγoforder1GeV.Aswewillseeinthenextsection,the
133typicalpartialwidthtoγγfromaloopofmessengersis
134∼1MeVorsmaller,andsothiswidthneedstobeboosted
135insomeway.Addingalargenumberofmessengerspushes
136thetheorytothestronglycoupledregime.Giventhat
137ATLASdataslightlypreferalargishwidth,Oð6%Þ,
138discussingpossibleavenuestoachieveit,isofsome
139importance,especiallygiventhemodelbuildingchal-
140lenges.Therefore,thetotalwidthwillbethesubjectof
141thefollowingsection.
142AnotherSM-onlyproductionpossibilityisvector-boson
143fusion.Inthiscase,theproductionissuppressedbythe
144three-bodyphasespaceratherthanbyaloopfactor.
145Followingasimilarargumenttotheabove,itiseasyto
146seethatapartialwidthtoγγoforder1GeVisagainrequired.
147Weconsiderfivewaysforwardtogeneratethe
148observedrate:
149(i)Wecanapproximatelysaturatethefirstinequalityin
150(5),byensuringthattherearenootherimportant
151modesforΦtodecaytootherthanγγandbacktothe
152initialstate.Inthiscase,thedependenceonthe
153productionmechanismcancelsfromtherate,

Rγγ∼
Γγγ

mΦ

dL
dm2

Φ
∼10−3GeV

750GeV
×106fb∼1fb;ð8Þ

154whichisintherightballparktoexplaintheexcess.
155InSec.III,wepresenttwoexamplesofthiskind:in
156thefirstexampleΦisproducedthroughgluonfusion
157inducedbyaheavymessenger.Inthesecondcase

158 theproductionoccursthroughaYukawacouplingto
159 thefirstgenerationquarksandthedecaythroughan
160 uncoloredmessenger.
161 (ii)OnecouldacceptthesuppressioninherenttoSM-
162 likegluonorvector-bosonfusion,andinstead
163 attempttoincreaseΓγγseveralordersofmagnitude.
164 Intermsofaloopwithmessengers,thiscorresponds
165 tothelimitoflarge‘tHooftcouplingandthetheory
166 becomesstronglycoupled.Thiscasemaybeof
167 interestforcompositemodels.Alternatively,in
168 HiddenValley(HV)models[6,7],Φmaydecay
169 toverylightstates,whichtheneachcandecaytotwo
170 verycollimatedphotons,resolvedonlyasasingle
171 photon.Inthiscase,theanalogueofΓγγcorresponds
172 toatree-leveldecayandcan,therefore,bemuch
173 larger.WediscussthiscaseinSec.V.
174 (iii)Theanalysisabovedoesnotapplyforcascade
175 decays,inwhichΦmaybeproducedasthedaughter
176 ofsomeheaviermessengerresonance,M.Inthis
177 caseitisstraightforwardtoincreasetheproduction
178 rateofΦwithoutdecreasingitsbranchingratiotoγγ.
179 Thiswillhowevernaturallyleadtoasignature

TABLEIII.Topologiesconsideredinthispaper.

Gluonfusion
througha
heavycolored
messenger

Sec.IIIA

Non-MVFYukawa
couplingtofirst
generationquarks

Sec.IIIB

Vector-boson
fusionthrough
aheavyW0

AppendixB

CascadedecaySec.IV

Nonresonant
kinematicedge
providingexcess

Sec.IV

Decaytotwopairs
ofcollimated
photonsthrough
aHiddenValley

Sec.V

2Equation(4)onlyassumesresonantproductioninthenarrow
widthapproximation(NWA),whichissupportedbythedatathat
preferatmostΓ=M∼6%.
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121 production with the width of the resonance. The width/rate
122 interplay is of great importance, as a decay to di-photon is
123 normally at the loop level.2 Let us see how this matters in
124 addressing the possibility of SM-like production. Since Φ
125 can always decay back to the initial state, we have

Γother ≥ Γin > 0: ð5Þ

126 Let us now consider for instance production through gluon
127 fusion by coupling theΦ to the SM top. In this case we have
128 Γother ≈ Γtt ≫ Γin ¼ Γgg. The expression then becomes

Rγγ ∼
Γgg

Γtt

Γγγ

mΦ

dL
dm2

Φ
: ð6Þ

129 With Γgg=Γtt ∼ 10−3, and the parton luminosity for a
130 resonance of mass MΦ ¼ 750 GeV,

Rγγ ∼ 10−3 ×
Γγγ

750 GeV
× 106 fb ∼

Γγγ

GeV
fb: ð7Þ

131 That is, to obtain the observed rate we need a partial width
132 to γγ of order 1 GeV. As we will see in the next section, the
133 typical partial width to γγ from a loop of messengers is
134 ∼1 MeV or smaller, and so this width needs to be boosted
135 in some way. Adding a large number of messengers pushes
136 the theory to the strongly coupled regime. Given that
137 ATLAS data slightly prefer a largish width, Oð6%Þ,
138 discussing possible avenues to achieve it, is of some
139 importance, especially given the model building chal-
140 lenges. Therefore, the total width will be the subject of
141 the following section.
142 Another SM-only production possibility is vector-boson
143 fusion. In this case, the production is suppressed by the
144 three-body phase space rather than by a loop factor.
145 Following a similar argument to the above, it is easy to
146 see that a partial width to γγ of order 1 GeV is again required.
147 We consider five ways forward to generate the
148 observed rate:
149 (i) We can approximately saturate the first inequality in
150 (5), by ensuring that there are no other important
151 modes forΦ to decay to other than γγ and back to the
152 initial state. In this case, the dependence on the
153 production mechanism cancels from the rate,

Rγγ ∼
Γγγ

mΦ

dL
dm2

Φ
∼ 10−3 GeV

750 GeV
× 106 fb ∼ 1 fb; ð8Þ

154 which is in the right ballpark to explain the excess.
155 In Sec. III, we present two examples of this kind: in
156 the first exampleΦ is produced through gluon fusion
157 induced by a heavy messenger. In the second case

158the production occurs through a Yukawa coupling to
159the first generation quarks and the decay through an
160uncolored messenger.
161(ii) One could accept the suppression inherent to SM-
162like gluon or vector-boson fusion, and instead
163attempt to increase Γγγ several orders of magnitude.
164In terms of a loop with messengers, this corresponds
165to the limit of large ‘t Hooft coupling and the theory
166becomes strongly coupled. This case may be of
167interest for composite models. Alternatively, in
168Hidden Valley (HV) models [6,7], Φ may decay
169to very light states, which then each can decay to two
170very collimated photons, resolved only as a single
171photon. In this case, the analogue of Γγγ corresponds
172to a tree-level decay and can, therefore, be much
173larger. We discuss this case in Sec. V.
174(iii) The analysis above does not apply for cascade
175decays, in which Φmay be produced as the daughter
176of some heavier messenger resonance, M. In this
177case it is straightforward to increase the production
178rate ofΦwithout decreasing its branching ratio to γγ.
179This will however naturally lead to a signature
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2Equation (4) only assumes resonant production in the narrow
width approximation (NWA), which is supported by the data that
prefer at most Γ=M ∼ 6%.
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GLUON, PHOTON FUSION

LOOKING INSIDE LOOPS

333 analysis in terms of simplified models, since in the case at
334 hand it is particularly straightforward to get a complete
335 picture by interpolating between a sufficiently complete set
336 of such simplified models.)
337 Messenger multiplets are highly motivated in a wide
338 variety of physics beyond the standard model, from grand
339 unified theories (GUTs) to composite sectors. A simple
340 extension, that encompasses many models, is an additional
341 vectorlike fermion,4

L ¼ LSM þ 1

2
m2

ΦΦ
2 þ ðgfΦþmÞΨ̄Ψ; ð11Þ

342 or a complex scalar,

L ¼ LSM þ 1

2
m2

ΦΦ
2 þ ðgsΦþm2Þjϕj2: ð12Þ

343 Because the decay to photons is loop suppressed in the
344 class of models we consider here, if the resonance has a
345 substantial width, the phenomenology prefers that there be
346 a high multiplicity of these messenger particles, possibly
347 motivated by compositeness. In addition, whenm < mΦ=2,
348 a tree-level decay into Ψ or ϕ pairs is opened, diluting the

349partial width to γγ, and leading to an interesting new
350signature, Φ → ΨΨ̄ or Φ → ϕϕ.
351We first consider the case of a colored messenger
352multiplet, where the messenger participates in both the
353production and decay of the new resonance. Then we
354consider the case that the production is through a tree-level
355coupling to the SM and the messengers mediate the
356decay only.

357A. A colored messenger multiplet

358We first consider the case that Ψ and ϕ are color triplets,
359have a fast, tree-level decay to the SM and allow for Nf

360flavors for Ψ and ϕ. With these conditions, we find ten
361possible representations for ϕ and seven for Ψ, as summa-
362rized in Table IV. Each entry of this table can be thought of as
363a simplified model with parameters g, m and Nf. As a
364convention, we only consider “holomorphic” couplings of
365the messengers with the standard model matter fields. For
366instance, while S1 and S2 contribute identically to the decay
367and production of Φ, the decay mode of ϕ is given by the
368operators ϕdcec and ϕucuc, respectively. Both the produc-
369tion and the decay ofΦwill then occur through a loop ofΨ or
370ϕ states. In addition to γγ, other possible decaymodes are gg,
371WW and Zγ, depending on the representations.
372We assume that m > mΦ=2, so that Φ has no tree-level
373decay modes, and the γγ channel is relatively unsuppressed

TABLE IV. Quantum numbers of the models we consider and their leading order branching fractions for various final states of the Φ
decay. The upper part of the table is for scalar loops (ϕ), while the lower part is for fermion loops (Ψ). We include the di-photon rate
(R0

Φ→γγ , in fb), the total width (Γtot, in MeV) and width to photons (Γγγ , in MeV) for a benchmark point with m ¼ gs ¼ 1 TeV, gf ¼ 1

and Nf ¼ 1. Shown alongside the branching ratios are the decay modes for Ψ=ϕ, where V stands for W or Z.

Model Representation γZ=γγ WW=γγ ZZ=γγ gg=γγ R0
Φ→γγ [fb] Γtot [MeV] ΓΦ→γγ [MeV] Decay mode

Scalars

S1 ð3; 1;− 4
3Þ 0.6 0 0.09 9.54 0.02 0.03 3. × 10−3 dc þ ec

S2 ð3̄; 1; 43Þ 0.6 0 0.09 9.54 0.02 0.03 3. × 10−3 2uc

S3 ð3; 2; 76Þ 0.06 0.91 0.6 11.62 0.06 0.14 9.9 × 10−3 uc þ 1

S4 ð3̄; 2;− 7
6Þ 0.06 0.91 0.6 11.62 0.06 0.14 9.9 × 10−3 ec þ q

S5 ð3̄; 3; 13Þ 4.44 27.78 8.48 49.84 0.02 0.47 5.2 × 10−3 qþ 1

S6 ð3; 3;− 1
3Þ 4.44 27.78 8.48 49.84 0.02 0.47 5.2 × 10−3 2 q

S7 ð3̄; 1;− 2
3Þ 0.6 0 0.09 1.5 × 102 1.4 × 10−3 0.03 1.9 × 10−4 2dc

S8 ð3; 2; 16Þ 5.07 30.62 9.26 3.9 × 102 2. × 10−3 0.13 2.9 × 10−4 dc þ 1

S9 ð3; 1;− 1
3Þ 0.6 0 0.09 2.4 × 103 8.7 × 10−5 0.03 1.2 × 10−5 ec þ uc

S10 ð3̄; 1; 13Þ 0.6 0 0.09 2.4 × 103 8.7 × 10−5 0.03 1.2 × 10−5 dc þ uc

Fermions

F1 ð3; 2; 76Þ 0.06 0.91 0.6 11.62 3.52 8.19 0.58 uc þ V=h
F2 ð3̄; 3;− 2

3Þ 1.55 13.61 4.53 24.42 2.49 27.86 0.62 qþ V=h
F3 ð3; 2;− 5

6Þ 0.01 2.65 1.22 33.8 1.29 7.67 0.2 dc þ V=h
F4 ð3̄; 3; 13Þ 4.44 27.78 8.48 49.84 1.23 27.7 0.3 qþ V=h
F5 ð3̄; 1;− 2

3Þ 0.6 0 0.09 1.5 × 102 0.08 1.69 0.01 qþ V=h
F6 ð3; 2; 16Þ 5.07 30.62 9.26 3.9 × 102 0.11 7.49 0.02 uc þ V=h
F7 ð3̄; 1; 13Þ 0.6 0 0.09 2.4 × 103 5.1 × 10−3 1.68 6.9 × 10−4 qþ V=h

4See [17] for an earlier study of new vectorlike quark
multiplets.
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121 production with the width of the resonance. The width/rate
122 interplay is of great importance, as a decay to di-photon is
123 normally at the loop level.2 Let us see how this matters in
124 addressing the possibility of SM-like production. Since Φ
125 can always decay back to the initial state, we have

Γother ≥ Γin > 0: ð5Þ

126 Let us now consider for instance production through gluon
127 fusion by coupling theΦ to the SM top. In this case we have
128 Γother ≈ Γtt ≫ Γin ¼ Γgg. The expression then becomes

Rγγ ∼
Γgg

Γtt

Γγγ

mΦ

dL
dm2

Φ
: ð6Þ

129 With Γgg=Γtt ∼ 10−3, and the parton luminosity for a
130 resonance of mass MΦ ¼ 750 GeV,

Rγγ ∼ 10−3 ×
Γγγ

750 GeV
× 106 fb ∼

Γγγ

GeV
fb: ð7Þ

131 That is, to obtain the observed rate we need a partial width
132 to γγ of order 1 GeV. As we will see in the next section, the
133 typical partial width to γγ from a loop of messengers is
134 ∼1 MeV or smaller, and so this width needs to be boosted
135 in some way. Adding a large number of messengers pushes
136 the theory to the strongly coupled regime. Given that
137 ATLAS data slightly prefer a largish width, Oð6%Þ,
138 discussing possible avenues to achieve it, is of some
139 importance, especially given the model building chal-
140 lenges. Therefore, the total width will be the subject of
141 the following section.
142 Another SM-only production possibility is vector-boson
143 fusion. In this case, the production is suppressed by the
144 three-body phase space rather than by a loop factor.
145 Following a similar argument to the above, it is easy to
146 see that a partial width to γγ of order 1 GeV is again required.
147 We consider five ways forward to generate the
148 observed rate:
149 (i) We can approximately saturate the first inequality in
150 (5), by ensuring that there are no other important
151 modes forΦ to decay to other than γγ and back to the
152 initial state. In this case, the dependence on the
153 production mechanism cancels from the rate,

Rγγ ∼
Γγγ

mΦ

dL
dm2

Φ
∼ 10−3 GeV

750 GeV
× 106 fb ∼ 1 fb; ð8Þ

154 which is in the right ballpark to explain the excess.
155 In Sec. III, we present two examples of this kind: in
156 the first exampleΦ is produced through gluon fusion
157 induced by a heavy messenger. In the second case

158the production occurs through a Yukawa coupling to
159the first generation quarks and the decay through an
160uncolored messenger.
161(ii) One could accept the suppression inherent to SM-
162like gluon or vector-boson fusion, and instead
163attempt to increase Γγγ several orders of magnitude.
164In terms of a loop with messengers, this corresponds
165to the limit of large ‘t Hooft coupling and the theory
166becomes strongly coupled. This case may be of
167interest for composite models. Alternatively, in
168Hidden Valley (HV) models [6,7], Φ may decay
169to very light states, which then each can decay to two
170very collimated photons, resolved only as a single
171photon. In this case, the analogue of Γγγ corresponds
172to a tree-level decay and can, therefore, be much
173larger. We discuss this case in Sec. V.
174(iii) The analysis above does not apply for cascade
175decays, in which Φmay be produced as the daughter
176of some heavier messenger resonance, M. In this
177case it is straightforward to increase the production
178rate ofΦwithout decreasing its branching ratio to γγ.
179This will however naturally lead to a signature

TABLE III. Topologies considered in this paper.

Gluon fusion
through a
heavy colored
messenger

Sec. III A

Non-MVF Yukawa
coupling to first
generation quarks

Sec. III B

Vector-boson
fusion through
a heavy W0

Appendix B

Cascade decay Sec. IV

Nonresonant
kinematic edge
providing excess

Sec. IV

Decay to two pairs
of collimated
photons through
a Hidden Valley

Sec. V

2Equation (4) only assumes resonant production in the narrow
width approximation (NWA), which is supported by the data that
prefer at most Γ=M ∼ 6%.
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SIMPLIFIED MODELS

▸ Most common simplified model to appear in the literature
121 production with the width of the resonance. The width/rate
122 interplay is of great importance, as a decay to di-photon is
123 normally at the loop level.2 Let us see how this matters in
124 addressing the possibility of SM-like production. Since Φ
125 can always decay back to the initial state, we have

Γother ≥ Γin > 0: ð5Þ

126 Let us now consider for instance production through gluon
127 fusion by coupling theΦ to the SM top. In this case we have
128 Γother ≈ Γtt ≫ Γin ¼ Γgg. The expression then becomes

Rγγ ∼
Γgg

Γtt

Γγγ

mΦ

dL
dm2

Φ
: ð6Þ

129 With Γgg=Γtt ∼ 10−3, and the parton luminosity for a
130 resonance of mass MΦ ¼ 750 GeV,

Rγγ ∼ 10−3 ×
Γγγ

750 GeV
× 106 fb ∼

Γγγ

GeV
fb: ð7Þ

131 That is, to obtain the observed rate we need a partial width
132 to γγ of order 1 GeV. As we will see in the next section, the
133 typical partial width to γγ from a loop of messengers is
134 ∼1 MeV or smaller, and so this width needs to be boosted
135 in some way. Adding a large number of messengers pushes
136 the theory to the strongly coupled regime. Given that
137 ATLAS data slightly prefer a largish width, Oð6%Þ,
138 discussing possible avenues to achieve it, is of some
139 importance, especially given the model building chal-
140 lenges. Therefore, the total width will be the subject of
141 the following section.
142 Another SM-only production possibility is vector-boson
143 fusion. In this case, the production is suppressed by the
144 three-body phase space rather than by a loop factor.
145 Following a similar argument to the above, it is easy to
146 see that a partial width to γγ of order 1 GeV is again required.
147 We consider five ways forward to generate the
148 observed rate:
149 (i) We can approximately saturate the first inequality in
150 (5), by ensuring that there are no other important
151 modes forΦ to decay to other than γγ and back to the
152 initial state. In this case, the dependence on the
153 production mechanism cancels from the rate,

Rγγ ∼
Γγγ

mΦ

dL
dm2

Φ
∼ 10−3 GeV

750 GeV
× 106 fb ∼ 1 fb; ð8Þ

154 which is in the right ballpark to explain the excess.
155 In Sec. III, we present two examples of this kind: in
156 the first exampleΦ is produced through gluon fusion
157 induced by a heavy messenger. In the second case

158the production occurs through a Yukawa coupling to
159the first generation quarks and the decay through an
160uncolored messenger.
161(ii) One could accept the suppression inherent to SM-
162like gluon or vector-boson fusion, and instead
163attempt to increase Γγγ several orders of magnitude.
164In terms of a loop with messengers, this corresponds
165to the limit of large ‘t Hooft coupling and the theory
166becomes strongly coupled. This case may be of
167interest for composite models. Alternatively, in
168Hidden Valley (HV) models [6,7], Φ may decay
169to very light states, which then each can decay to two
170very collimated photons, resolved only as a single
171photon. In this case, the analogue of Γγγ corresponds
172to a tree-level decay and can, therefore, be much
173larger. We discuss this case in Sec. V.
174(iii) The analysis above does not apply for cascade
175decays, in which Φmay be produced as the daughter
176of some heavier messenger resonance, M. In this
177case it is straightforward to increase the production
178rate ofΦwithout decreasing its branching ratio to γγ.
179This will however naturally lead to a signature

TABLE III. Topologies considered in this paper.

Gluon fusion
through a
heavy colored
messenger

Sec. III A

Non-MVF Yukawa
coupling to first
generation quarks

Sec. III B

Vector-boson
fusion through
a heavy W0

Appendix B

Cascade decay Sec. IV

Nonresonant
kinematic edge
providing excess

Sec. IV

Decay to two pairs
of collimated
photons through
a Hidden Valley

Sec. V

2Equation (4) only assumes resonant production in the narrow
width approximation (NWA), which is supported by the data that
prefer at most Γ=M ∼ 6%.
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121productionwiththewidthoftheresonance.Thewidth/rate
122interplayisofgreatimportance,asadecaytodi-photonis
123normallyatthelooplevel.2Letusseehowthismattersin
124addressingthepossibilityofSM-likeproduction.SinceΦ
125canalwaysdecaybacktotheinitialstate,wehave

Γother≥Γin>0:ð5Þ

126Letusnowconsiderforinstanceproductionthroughgluon
127fusionbycouplingtheΦtotheSMtop.Inthiscasewehave
128Γother≈Γtt≫Γin¼Γgg.Theexpressionthenbecomes

Rγγ∼
Γgg

Γtt

Γγγ

mΦ

dL
dm2

Φ
:ð6Þ

129WithΓgg=Γtt∼10−3,andthepartonluminosityfora
130resonanceofmassMΦ¼750GeV,

Rγγ∼10−3×
Γγγ

750GeV
×106fb∼

Γγγ

GeV
fb:ð7Þ

131Thatis,toobtaintheobservedrateweneedapartialwidth
132toγγoforder1GeV.Aswewillseeinthenextsection,the
133typicalpartialwidthtoγγfromaloopofmessengersis
134∼1MeVorsmaller,andsothiswidthneedstobeboosted
135insomeway.Addingalargenumberofmessengerspushes
136thetheorytothestronglycoupledregime.Giventhat
137ATLASdataslightlypreferalargishwidth,Oð6%Þ,
138discussingpossibleavenuestoachieveit,isofsome
139importance,especiallygiventhemodelbuildingchal-
140lenges.Therefore,thetotalwidthwillbethesubjectof
141thefollowingsection.
142AnotherSM-onlyproductionpossibilityisvector-boson
143fusion.Inthiscase,theproductionissuppressedbythe
144three-bodyphasespaceratherthanbyaloopfactor.
145Followingasimilarargumenttotheabove,itiseasyto
146seethatapartialwidthtoγγoforder1GeVisagainrequired.
147Weconsiderfivewaysforwardtogeneratethe
148observedrate:
149(i)Wecanapproximatelysaturatethefirstinequalityin
150(5),byensuringthattherearenootherimportant
151modesforΦtodecaytootherthanγγandbacktothe
152initialstate.Inthiscase,thedependenceonthe
153productionmechanismcancelsfromtherate,

Rγγ∼
Γγγ

mΦ

dL
dm2

Φ
∼10−3GeV

750GeV
×106fb∼1fb;ð8Þ

154whichisintherightballparktoexplaintheexcess.
155InSec.III,wepresenttwoexamplesofthiskind:in
156thefirstexampleΦisproducedthroughgluonfusion
157inducedbyaheavymessenger.Inthesecondcase

158 theproductionoccursthroughaYukawacouplingto
159 thefirstgenerationquarksandthedecaythroughan
160 uncoloredmessenger.
161 (ii)OnecouldacceptthesuppressioninherenttoSM-
162 likegluonorvector-bosonfusion,andinstead
163 attempttoincreaseΓγγseveralordersofmagnitude.
164 Intermsofaloopwithmessengers,thiscorresponds
165 tothelimitoflarge‘tHooftcouplingandthetheory
166 becomesstronglycoupled.Thiscasemaybeof
167 interestforcompositemodels.Alternatively,in
168 HiddenValley(HV)models[6,7],Φmaydecay
169 toverylightstates,whichtheneachcandecaytotwo
170 verycollimatedphotons,resolvedonlyasasingle
171 photon.Inthiscase,theanalogueofΓγγcorresponds
172 toatree-leveldecayandcan,therefore,bemuch
173 larger.WediscussthiscaseinSec.V.
174 (iii)Theanalysisabovedoesnotapplyforcascade
175 decays,inwhichΦmaybeproducedasthedaughter
176 ofsomeheaviermessengerresonance,M.Inthis
177 caseitisstraightforwardtoincreasetheproduction
178 rateofΦwithoutdecreasingitsbranchingratiotoγγ.
179 Thiswillhowevernaturallyleadtoasignature

TABLEIII.Topologiesconsideredinthispaper.

Gluonfusion
througha
heavycolored
messenger

Sec.IIIA

Non-MVFYukawa
couplingtofirst
generationquarks

Sec.IIIB

Vector-boson
fusionthrough
aheavyW0

AppendixB

CascadedecaySec.IV

Nonresonant
kinematicedge
providingexcess

Sec.IV

Decaytotwopairs
ofcollimated
photonsthrough
aHiddenValley

Sec.V

2Equation(4)onlyassumesresonantproductioninthenarrow
widthapproximation(NWA),whichissupportedbythedatathat
preferatmostΓ=M∼6%.
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121 production with the width of the resonance. The width/rate
122 interplay is of great importance, as a decay to di-photon is
123 normally at the loop level.2 Let us see how this matters in
124 addressing the possibility of SM-like production. Since Φ
125 can always decay back to the initial state, we have

Γother ≥ Γin > 0: ð5Þ

126 Let us now consider for instance production through gluon
127 fusion by coupling theΦ to the SM top. In this case we have
128 Γother ≈ Γtt ≫ Γin ¼ Γgg. The expression then becomes

Rγγ ∼
Γgg

Γtt

Γγγ

mΦ

dL
dm2

Φ
: ð6Þ

129 With Γgg=Γtt ∼ 10−3, and the parton luminosity for a
130 resonance of mass MΦ ¼ 750 GeV,

Rγγ ∼ 10−3 ×
Γγγ

750 GeV
× 106 fb ∼

Γγγ

GeV
fb: ð7Þ

131 That is, to obtain the observed rate we need a partial width
132 to γγ of order 1 GeV. As we will see in the next section, the
133 typical partial width to γγ from a loop of messengers is
134 ∼1 MeV or smaller, and so this width needs to be boosted
135 in some way. Adding a large number of messengers pushes
136 the theory to the strongly coupled regime. Given that
137 ATLAS data slightly prefer a largish width, Oð6%Þ,
138 discussing possible avenues to achieve it, is of some
139 importance, especially given the model building chal-
140 lenges. Therefore, the total width will be the subject of
141 the following section.
142 Another SM-only production possibility is vector-boson
143 fusion. In this case, the production is suppressed by the
144 three-body phase space rather than by a loop factor.
145 Following a similar argument to the above, it is easy to
146 see that a partial width to γγ of order 1 GeV is again required.
147 We consider five ways forward to generate the
148 observed rate:
149 (i) We can approximately saturate the first inequality in
150 (5), by ensuring that there are no other important
151 modes forΦ to decay to other than γγ and back to the
152 initial state. In this case, the dependence on the
153 production mechanism cancels from the rate,

Rγγ ∼
Γγγ

mΦ

dL
dm2

Φ
∼ 10−3 GeV

750 GeV
× 106 fb ∼ 1 fb; ð8Þ

154 which is in the right ballpark to explain the excess.
155 In Sec. III, we present two examples of this kind: in
156 the first exampleΦ is produced through gluon fusion
157 induced by a heavy messenger. In the second case

158the production occurs through a Yukawa coupling to
159the first generation quarks and the decay through an
160uncolored messenger.
161(ii) One could accept the suppression inherent to SM-
162like gluon or vector-boson fusion, and instead
163attempt to increase Γγγ several orders of magnitude.
164In terms of a loop with messengers, this corresponds
165to the limit of large ‘t Hooft coupling and the theory
166becomes strongly coupled. This case may be of
167interest for composite models. Alternatively, in
168Hidden Valley (HV) models [6,7], Φ may decay
169to very light states, which then each can decay to two
170very collimated photons, resolved only as a single
171photon. In this case, the analogue of Γγγ corresponds
172to a tree-level decay and can, therefore, be much
173larger. We discuss this case in Sec. V.
174(iii) The analysis above does not apply for cascade
175decays, in which Φmay be produced as the daughter
176of some heavier messenger resonance, M. In this
177case it is straightforward to increase the production
178rate ofΦwithout decreasing its branching ratio to γγ.
179This will however naturally lead to a signature

TABLE III. Topologies considered in this paper.

Gluon fusion
through a
heavy colored
messenger

Sec. III A

Non-MVF Yukawa
coupling to first
generation quarks

Sec. III B

Vector-boson
fusion through
a heavy W0
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Cascade decay Sec. IV

Nonresonant
kinematic edge
providing excess

Sec. IV

Decay to two pairs
of collimated
photons through
a Hidden Valley

Sec. V

2Equation (4) only assumes resonant production in the narrow
width approximation (NWA), which is supported by the data that
prefer at most Γ=M ∼ 6%.
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121 production with the width of the resonance. The width/rate
122 interplay is of great importance, as a decay to di-photon is
123 normally at the loop level.2 Let us see how this matters in
124 addressing the possibility of SM-like production. Since Φ
125 can always decay back to the initial state, we have

Γother ≥ Γin > 0: ð5Þ

126 Let us now consider for instance production through gluon
127 fusion by coupling theΦ to the SM top. In this case we have
128 Γother ≈ Γtt ≫ Γin ¼ Γgg. The expression then becomes
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129 With Γgg=Γtt ∼ 10−3, and the parton luminosity for a
130 resonance of mass MΦ ¼ 750 GeV,

Rγγ ∼ 10−3 ×
Γγγ
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× 106 fb ∼

Γγγ

GeV
fb: ð7Þ

131 That is, to obtain the observed rate we need a partial width
132 to γγ of order 1 GeV. As we will see in the next section, the
133 typical partial width to γγ from a loop of messengers is
134 ∼1 MeV or smaller, and so this width needs to be boosted
135 in some way. Adding a large number of messengers pushes
136 the theory to the strongly coupled regime. Given that
137 ATLAS data slightly prefer a largish width, Oð6%Þ,
138 discussing possible avenues to achieve it, is of some
139 importance, especially given the model building chal-
140 lenges. Therefore, the total width will be the subject of
141 the following section.
142 Another SM-only production possibility is vector-boson
143 fusion. In this case, the production is suppressed by the
144 three-body phase space rather than by a loop factor.
145 Following a similar argument to the above, it is easy to
146 see that a partial width to γγ of order 1 GeV is again required.
147 We consider five ways forward to generate the
148 observed rate:
149 (i) We can approximately saturate the first inequality in
150 (5), by ensuring that there are no other important
151 modes forΦ to decay to other than γγ and back to the
152 initial state. In this case, the dependence on the
153 production mechanism cancels from the rate,

Rγγ ∼
Γγγ

mΦ

dL
dm2

Φ
∼ 10−3 GeV

750 GeV
× 106 fb ∼ 1 fb; ð8Þ

154 which is in the right ballpark to explain the excess.
155 In Sec. III, we present two examples of this kind: in
156 the first exampleΦ is produced through gluon fusion
157 induced by a heavy messenger. In the second case

158the production occurs through a Yukawa coupling to
159the first generation quarks and the decay through an
160uncolored messenger.
161(ii) One could accept the suppression inherent to SM-
162like gluon or vector-boson fusion, and instead
163attempt to increase Γγγ several orders of magnitude.
164In terms of a loop with messengers, this corresponds
165to the limit of large ‘t Hooft coupling and the theory
166becomes strongly coupled. This case may be of
167interest for composite models. Alternatively, in
168Hidden Valley (HV) models [6,7], Φ may decay
169to very light states, which then each can decay to two
170very collimated photons, resolved only as a single
171photon. In this case, the analogue of Γγγ corresponds
172to a tree-level decay and can, therefore, be much
173larger. We discuss this case in Sec. V.
174(iii) The analysis above does not apply for cascade
175decays, in which Φmay be produced as the daughter
176of some heavier messenger resonance, M. In this
177case it is straightforward to increase the production
178rate ofΦwithout decreasing its branching ratio to γγ.
179This will however naturally lead to a signature

TABLE III. Topologies considered in this paper.

Gluon fusion
through a
heavy colored
messenger

Sec. III A

Non-MVF Yukawa
coupling to first
generation quarks

Sec. III B

Vector-boson
fusion through
a heavy W0

Appendix B

Cascade decay Sec. IV

Nonresonant
kinematic edge
providing excess

Sec. IV

Decay to two pairs
of collimated
photons through
a Hidden Valley

Sec. V

2Equation (4) only assumes resonant production in the narrow
width approximation (NWA), which is supported by the data that
prefer at most Γ=M ∼ 6%.
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180 different from a di-photon resonance alone, e.g.
181 extra jets, ðt; bÞ, MET, leptons. We may infer from
182 the lack of such information in the public results that
183 no such signature is present at a striking level3 and,
184 therefore, that the separation between Φ and M
185 should not be large and that the extra activity
186 produced in M decays should be predominantly
187 hadronic. Wewill nevertheless consider this scenario
188 in its full generality, as it provides a natural
189 explanation, and as the additional signatures may
190 not be apparent with any certainty due to small
191 statistics or squeezed spectra.
192 (iv) Another variation of the cascade decays is given by
193 the possibility that the di-photon “peak” may be a
194 kinematic edge, hard to distinguish due to the
195 relatively low statistics. This provide a natural
196 explanation for the peak “width” and the production
197 rate can be easily controlled because it can proceed
198 at tree level.
199 (v) Finally, we consider vector-boson fusion induced by
200 a set of new vector bosons, which are too heavy to
201 contribute at tree level to the width of Φ. This
202 scenario is, however, already excluded by existing
203 di-jet constraints, and we relegate it to Appendix B.
204 The various topologies we consider in this paper are
205 summarized in Table III.
206 A key result of the observation of a di-photon excess is
207 that in all cases we can think of, is we need more new
208 physics beyond the single resonance. We now turn to
209 discussing the width of the excess, which has important
210 consequences.

211 II. IMPORTANCE OF THE WIDTH

212 Early indications, driven by ATLAS, are that the new
213 resonance may have a substantial width, Oð6%Þ. Since the

214decay to γγ is a loop process and is naturally small, the
215observation of a substantial width has important implica-
216tions for the theory. We discuss these separately for the
217pp → Φ → γγ case (explored in more detail in Sec. III) and
218for the cascade decay case (discussed in more detail in
219Sec. IV; the conclusions on the width for the cascade case
220will also apply to the Hidden Valley of Sec. V).

221A. pp → Φ → γγ process

222As we have seen, the rate in the pp → Φ → γγ process is
223given by

Rγγ ∼
1

mΦ

ΓinΓγγ

Γγγ þ Γin þ δΓ
dL
dm2

Φ
¼ 5–10 fb; ð9Þ

224where δΓ is the partial width into states not involved in
225production or γγ decay.
226If we hold Rγγ fixed to fit the excess, we can solve for
227Γγγ as a function of Γin and vice versa. This is shown in
228Fig. 1 as a blue band. (In this figure, we assumed a qq̄
229initial state, as this provides somewhat more freedom in
230terms of varying Γin; see Sec. III B.) Consider first the left-
231hand panel, in which δΓ ¼ 0. If we increase Γin, it drops out
232from the expression, and the branching ratio to γγ is very
233small, but compensated by the large production rate. The
234total width of the resonance also grows, as it is dominated
235by Γin. Eventually, this direction is cut off by the constraints
236on di-jet resonances (red region in Fig. 1). If we increase
237Γγγ, we eventually approach the point where production
238through photon fusion [8–13] becomes important, and the
239estimate in (9) is no longer accurate. This is also the reason
240for the jump in the blue band for small values of Γin. For
241completeness, we also display the unitarity constraint,
242which is of course model dependent, and is shown in
243the green region in Fig. 1 for one of the models studied in
244Sec. III B, F9 of Table V. Notice that the left-hand panel
245implies that it is hard to obtain a 45 GeV width for the
246particle when the only contribution to its width is through
247the production and decay channels.
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in GeV

G
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di jet

tot 45 GeV

unitarity

F1:1 FIG. 1. Left: Allowed width ranges for explaining the di-photon resonance, in blue, assuming the production and decay dominate the
F1:2 total width of the resonance. Constraints from unitarity (for reference model F9 of Table V) and di-jet are shown as shaded regions.
F1:3 Right: Same as left panel, but fixing the total width to 45 GeV by allowing for other, unobserved decay modes. In both plots a qq̄ initial
F1:4 state was assumed; the results for a gg initial state are qualitatively similar.

3This information has been explicitly confirmed by the speak-
ers in the public talk at CERN on December 15, 2015.
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LOOKING INSIDE LOOPS
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FIG. 4: The di-photon rate as a function of m and g
s

for the S3 model.

Model Representation �Z/�� WW/�� R0
��

[fb] �
��

[MeV] Decay mode

Scalars

S11 (1, 1,�2) 0.6 0 7.7⇥ 10�3 1.4⇥ 10�3 2ec

S12 (1, 3, 1) 0.33 6.05 1.1⇥ 10�2 2.3⇥ 10�3 2`

S13
�
1, 2,� 1

2

�
0.82 9.45 4.7⇥ 10�4 9.0⇥ 10�5 dc + q

S14
�
1, 2, 1

2

�
0.82 9.45 4.7⇥ 10�4 9.0⇥ 10�5 uc + q

Fermions

F8 (1, 1, 1) 0.6 0 0.031 5.8⇥ 10�3 `+ V/h

F9
�
1, 2,� 3

2

�
0.19 0.38 0.76 1.4⇥ 10�1 ec + V/h

F10 (1, 3, 1) 0.33 6.05 0.76 1.4⇥ 10�1 `+ V/h

F11
�
1, 2,� 1

2

�
0.82 9.45 0.031 5.6⇥ 10�3 ec + V/h

F12 (1, 3, 0) 6.7 37.81 0.12 2.3⇥ 10�2 `+ V/h

(18)

TABLE IV: Quantum numbers of the models we consider and their leading order branching fractions for various final states
of the � decay. The upper part of the table is for scalar loops (�), while the lower part is for fermion loops ( ). We include
the di-photon rate (R0

�!��

, in fb) and width to photons (�
��

, in MeV) for a benchmark point with m = g
s

= 1 TeV, g
f

= 1,
y = 0.02 and N

f

= 1. Shown alongside the branching ratios are the decay modes for  /�, where V stands for W or Z.

L � y q̄q�. (19)

Such a coupling can be UV completed in the context of a two Higgs doublet model, where � is a real component
of the second Higgs doublet, which does not get a vev. For y to be su�ciently large to be useful, this construction
manifestly deviates from the minimal flavor violation ansatz, but flavor constraints can be avoided provided that y is
aligned with the standard model Yukawas. This is, however, not di�cult to achieve in models for dynamical flavor
alignment, see for instance [9].

The rate is

R
��

=
4

9

⇡2

m�
�
qq

�
��

�
��

+ �
�Z

+ �
WW

+ �
qq

dLqq̄

dm2
�

! 4

9

⇡2

m�
�
��

dLqq̄

dm2
�

, (20)

where in the last equality we show how the coupling y to quarks drops out if it dominates the width. The natural
width for � decaying into di-photons is again around 1MeV. We write the decay width in terms of an e↵ective coupling
c
�

,
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FIG. 5: All plots are for the model F9, with N
f

= 1. (a) Left: Contours of the rate to di-photons (in fb), as a function of y
and c

�

at a benchmark of M = 1TeV and g
f

= 1. (b) Middle: The total decay width �
tot

(solid), the decay width to photons
�
��

(dot-dashed), both in GeV, and the ratio of these two branching fractions (dashed), with M = 1TeV and g
f

= 1, and with
the rate fixed to the observed 3.2 fb�1. (c) Right: Contours of the rate to di-photons (in fb), for y = 0.02 which is large enough
such that it drops out of the observed rate of 3.2 fb�1, as a function of the parameters of the UV model, M and g

f

.

�
��

=
⇣ ↵

4⇡

⌘2
c2
�

m�

4⇡
(21)

where c
�

can be deduced from eq. (17), and where

�
qq̄

= N
c

y2

8⇡
m� . (22)

Repeating the exercise of the previous section, we list the possible representations for � that we find in Table IV. In
Fig. 5(a) we plot the rate to di-photons as a function of the Yukawa coupling and the e↵ective coupling, c

�

, for the
benchmark point of the F9 model. As the Yukawa coupling becomes large, we see the e↵ect of it dropping out of the
rate—contours of constant c

�

become horizontal. This can also be seen in Fig. 5(b) where the total width and the
partial width are shown as a function of y, along with their ratio. As y increases from its minimal value, y

min

, the
total width increases, and it forces the di-photon partial width to plateau.

This behavior is di↵erent from the models in Sec. III A, where the single messenger coupling controlled both the
production and decay. There, there was no freedom to increase the width by tuning the coupling, since the rate
provided an anchor. Here, on the other hand, the width can be increased by increasing y, and the rate to photons
stays constant. Of course, this also increases the production cross section, and, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 1,
at some point di-jet constraints place an upper limit on this coupling due to decay back to light quarks; for c

�

= 5
this occurs around y ⇠ 0.15. Thus, even with tree level decays to quarks, unless there are additional (exotic) decay
channels of �, it is di�cult to achieve a width much larger than 1 GeV, as shown in Fig. 1.

The option to add multiple representations is of course also open in this case as in the previous; these serve to
increase the width. As with the colored messenger, we find that some of the models cannot match the rate without in
fact doing this. Fig. 5(c) shows contours of the di-photon rate in terms of the mass m and coupling g of the messenger
for the F9 model; for all of these models we find that we need N

f

⇠ 3 � 10 in order to obtain the rate. Modulo
group factors, this accounts for the relative missing factor of N

c

compared with the rates in Table III, and so is to be
expected. In fact, we could consider the above model with colored particles running in the loop, where the distinction
is that now also a tree-level production mechanism is open to them.

To reiterate and summarize, the main advantage of these uncolored (or perhaps more pertinently qq coupling)
models over the colored messenger model is an extra parameter that provides some freedom, e.g., to increase the
particle’s width if one does not want to add extra messengers. This is not enough, however, to make the particle 10’s
of GeV broad without introducing exotic decays (although the messengers may provide such decays if their mass is
su�ciently light).

In the next section we discuss how to more cleanly separate production from the branching fractions of � via a
cascade.

Model F9, y = 0.02
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TOP FUSION

ELECTROWEAK STATES ONLY

71 messenger resonance, which we will denote as M, and this
72 parent messenger resonance can be spin 1, 0 or 1=2.
73 Under the hypothesis that the excess is coming from
74 physics beyond the Standard Model (SM), one should also
75 confront the many other searches for resonant production of
76 a pair of SM particles which constrain possible other decay
77 modes of Φ. The full list of relevant limits has been
78 collected in Appendix Awhich provides the description of
79 the inputs in our numerical analysis. In Table I we
80 summarize only the most important ones, rezscaled to
81 13 TeV rates to facilitate the discussion.For convenience,
82 we have added a column normalizing the limits to the cross
83 section required by the γγ excess. This thus provides an
84 upper limit on the branching ratios relative to the diphoton
85 branching ratio.
86 From Table I, it is easy to answer the question of whether
87 it is possible to accommodate the di-photon excess by
88 extending the SM with only one particle. In particular one
89 can see that the above numbers imply the following lower
90 bounds on the di-photon branching ratios, such as

BRðΦ → γγÞ=BRðΦ → WþW−Þ
≳ 5–10=174 ∼ 2.9–5.7 × 10−2

BRðΦ → γγÞ=BRðΦ → tt̄Þ
≳ 5–10=4036 ∼ 1.24–2.48 × 10−3 ð1Þ

91 and so on. If a coupling ofΦ to the t and/orW is responsible
92 for a loop induced decay to γγ, then there is no obstruction
93 for the tree-level decay modes in the denominator of (1).
94 From simple dimensional analysis, we already see that

BRðΦ → γγÞ=BRðΦ → WþW−=tt̄ÞÞ ∼
!
α
4π

"
2

∼ 5 × 10−5;

ð2Þ

95which is several orders of magnitude smaller than the lower
96bounds in (1). For the remaining SM fermions, this tension
97is even stronger due to the chiral suppression in the loop
98function. In particular, for the bottom quark this suppres-
99sion is more than enough to rule out a bottom-loop induced

100decay, even though the constraint on bb̄ is somewhat
101weaker than the constraints on tt̄ and WW. Using
102Table I, one can see that it is not possible to significantly
103increase the di-photon branching ratio without violating the
104limits on one of the tree-level decays first. Thus, we find
105that decay of the resonance through SM particles is not
106viable: we need additional new physics.
107The next consideration is whether production can be
108SM-like while the decay to γγ occurs through loops of
109heavy messengers. To address this question, we introduce
110the rate of resonant Φ production and decay to di-photons,

Rγγ ¼ σ̂in→Φ;inclm2
Φ

Γγγ

Γγγ þ Γother

dL
dm2

Φ
; ð3Þ

111where σ̂in→Φ;incl is the inclusive, parton-level cross section
112for a particular initial state ‘in’,1 Γγγ is the partial width to
113γγ, Γother is the total width from any other decays, and the
114final factor is the relevant parton luminosity function
115evaluated at the mass of Φ (mΦ).
116For a two-body initial state, SM SM → Φ, to leading
117order we can then always rewrite this in terms of the decay
118width of the process Φ → in,

Rγγ ∼
Γin

mΦ

Γγγ

Γγγ þ Γother

dL
dm2

Φ
; ð4Þ

119where ∼ denotes someOð1Þ, process-dependent, symmetry
120factors. Equation (4) is crucial, as it connects the rate of

TABLE I. Upper limits on the branching ratios ofΦ to other SM
particles.

Final state
95% C.L. U.L.
on σ × BR [fb]

Upper lim. on
BrðΦ → XXÞ=
BrðΦ → γγÞ

WW (gluon fusion) 174 17.4–34.8
WW (VBF) 70 7–14
ZZ (gg prod.) 89 9–18
ZZ (VBF prod.) 40 4–8
Zγ 42 4.2–8.4
Zh 572 57–114
hh 209 21–42
bb 104 1–2 × 103

tt 4.04 × 103 404–807
ττ (gg prod.) 56 6–11
ττ (assoc. b production) 54 5.4–10.8
qq 104 1–2 × 103

ll 3.5 0.35–0.7

TABLE II. The SMþ Φ is not viable. SM gluon fusion and
VBF production requires boosting the decay width to di-photons
via a large ’t Hooft coupling.

The SMþ Φ
is not viable

Tree-level decays
of SM particles
excluded by
LHC searches

SM ggF → Φ
and VBF → Φ

Rate to di-photons
requires large ’t
Hooft coupling,
Eq. (6)

1In this paper, we use leading-order estimates and do not
include K factors for the production cross sections. The effect of
K factors will increase the quoted rates by factors of up to 2.
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Putting it together

NP

�

NP

�
t

�tt ⇡ 750�gg

No new colored 
particles needed
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GAUGE BOSON FUSION

71 messenger resonance, which we will denote as M, and this
72 parent messenger resonance can be spin 1, 0 or 1=2.
73 Under the hypothesis that the excess is coming from
74 physics beyond the Standard Model (SM), one should also
75 confront the many other searches for resonant production of
76 a pair of SM particles which constrain possible other decay
77 modes of Φ. The full list of relevant limits has been
78 collected in Appendix Awhich provides the description of
79 the inputs in our numerical analysis. In Table I we
80 summarize only the most important ones, rezscaled to
81 13 TeV rates to facilitate the discussion.For convenience,
82 we have added a column normalizing the limits to the cross
83 section required by the γγ excess. This thus provides an
84 upper limit on the branching ratios relative to the diphoton
85 branching ratio.
86 From Table I, it is easy to answer the question of whether
87 it is possible to accommodate the di-photon excess by
88 extending the SM with only one particle. In particular one
89 can see that the above numbers imply the following lower
90 bounds on the di-photon branching ratios, such as

BRðΦ → γγÞ=BRðΦ → WþW−Þ
≳ 5–10=174 ∼ 2.9–5.7 × 10−2

BRðΦ → γγÞ=BRðΦ → tt̄Þ
≳ 5–10=4036 ∼ 1.24–2.48 × 10−3 ð1Þ

91 and so on. If a coupling ofΦ to the t and/orW is responsible
92 for a loop induced decay to γγ, then there is no obstruction
93 for the tree-level decay modes in the denominator of (1).
94 From simple dimensional analysis, we already see that

BRðΦ → γγÞ=BRðΦ → WþW−=tt̄ÞÞ ∼
!
α
4π

"
2

∼ 5 × 10−5;

ð2Þ

95which is several orders of magnitude smaller than the lower
96bounds in (1). For the remaining SM fermions, this tension
97is even stronger due to the chiral suppression in the loop
98function. In particular, for the bottom quark this suppres-
99sion is more than enough to rule out a bottom-loop induced

100decay, even though the constraint on bb̄ is somewhat
101weaker than the constraints on tt̄ and WW. Using
102Table I, one can see that it is not possible to significantly
103increase the di-photon branching ratio without violating the
104limits on one of the tree-level decays first. Thus, we find
105that decay of the resonance through SM particles is not
106viable: we need additional new physics.
107The next consideration is whether production can be
108SM-like while the decay to γγ occurs through loops of
109heavy messengers. To address this question, we introduce
110the rate of resonant Φ production and decay to di-photons,

Rγγ ¼ σ̂in→Φ;inclm2
Φ

Γγγ

Γγγ þ Γother

dL
dm2

Φ
; ð3Þ

111where σ̂in→Φ;incl is the inclusive, parton-level cross section
112for a particular initial state ‘in’,1 Γγγ is the partial width to
113γγ, Γother is the total width from any other decays, and the
114final factor is the relevant parton luminosity function
115evaluated at the mass of Φ (mΦ).
116For a two-body initial state, SM SM → Φ, to leading
117order we can then always rewrite this in terms of the decay
118width of the process Φ → in,

Rγγ ∼
Γin

mΦ

Γγγ

Γγγ þ Γother

dL
dm2

Φ
; ð4Þ

119where ∼ denotes someOð1Þ, process-dependent, symmetry
120factors. Equation (4) is crucial, as it connects the rate of

TABLE I. Upper limits on the branching ratios ofΦ to other SM
particles.

Final state
95% C.L. U.L.
on σ × BR [fb]

Upper lim. on
BrðΦ → XXÞ=
BrðΦ → γγÞ

WW (gluon fusion) 174 17.4–34.8
WW (VBF) 70 7–14
ZZ (gg prod.) 89 9–18
ZZ (VBF prod.) 40 4–8
Zγ 42 4.2–8.4
Zh 572 57–114
hh 209 21–42
bb 104 1–2 × 103

tt 4.04 × 103 404–807
ττ (gg prod.) 56 6–11
ττ (assoc. b production) 54 5.4–10.8
qq 104 1–2 × 103

ll 3.5 0.35–0.7

TABLE II. The SMþ Φ is not viable. SM gluon fusion and
VBF production requires boosting the decay width to di-photons
via a large ’t Hooft coupling.

The SMþ Φ
is not viable

Tree-level decays
of SM particles
excluded by
LHC searches

SM ggF → Φ
and VBF → Φ

Rate to di-photons
requires large ’t
Hooft coupling,
Eq. (6)

1In this paper, we use leading-order estimates and do not
include K factors for the production cross sections. The effect of
K factors will increase the quoted rates by factors of up to 2.
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71 messenger resonance, which we will denote as M, and this
72 parent messenger resonance can be spin 1, 0 or 1=2.
73 Under the hypothesis that the excess is coming from
74 physics beyond the Standard Model (SM), one should also
75 confront the many other searches for resonant production of
76 a pair of SM particles which constrain possible other decay
77 modes of Φ. The full list of relevant limits has been
78 collected in Appendix Awhich provides the description of
79 the inputs in our numerical analysis. In Table I we
80 summarize only the most important ones, rezscaled to
81 13 TeV rates to facilitate the discussion.For convenience,
82 we have added a column normalizing the limits to the cross
83 section required by the γγ excess. This thus provides an
84 upper limit on the branching ratios relative to the diphoton
85 branching ratio.
86 From Table I, it is easy to answer the question of whether
87 it is possible to accommodate the di-photon excess by
88 extending the SM with only one particle. In particular one
89 can see that the above numbers imply the following lower
90 bounds on the di-photon branching ratios, such as

BRðΦ → γγÞ=BRðΦ → WþW−Þ
≳ 5–10=174 ∼ 2.9–5.7 × 10−2

BRðΦ → γγÞ=BRðΦ → tt̄Þ
≳ 5–10=4036 ∼ 1.24–2.48 × 10−3 ð1Þ

91 and so on. If a coupling ofΦ to the t and/orW is responsible
92 for a loop induced decay to γγ, then there is no obstruction
93 for the tree-level decay modes in the denominator of (1).
94 From simple dimensional analysis, we already see that

BRðΦ → γγÞ=BRðΦ → WþW−=tt̄ÞÞ ∼
!
α
4π

"
2

∼ 5 × 10−5;

ð2Þ

95which is several orders of magnitude smaller than the lower
96bounds in (1). For the remaining SM fermions, this tension
97is even stronger due to the chiral suppression in the loop
98function. In particular, for the bottom quark this suppres-
99sion is more than enough to rule out a bottom-loop induced

100decay, even though the constraint on bb̄ is somewhat
101weaker than the constraints on tt̄ and WW. Using
102Table I, one can see that it is not possible to significantly
103increase the di-photon branching ratio without violating the
104limits on one of the tree-level decays first. Thus, we find
105that decay of the resonance through SM particles is not
106viable: we need additional new physics.
107The next consideration is whether production can be
108SM-like while the decay to γγ occurs through loops of
109heavy messengers. To address this question, we introduce
110the rate of resonant Φ production and decay to di-photons,

Rγγ ¼ σ̂in→Φ;inclm2
Φ

Γγγ

Γγγ þ Γother

dL
dm2

Φ
; ð3Þ

111where σ̂in→Φ;incl is the inclusive, parton-level cross section
112for a particular initial state ‘in’,1 Γγγ is the partial width to
113γγ, Γother is the total width from any other decays, and the
114final factor is the relevant parton luminosity function
115evaluated at the mass of Φ (mΦ).
116For a two-body initial state, SM SM → Φ, to leading
117order we can then always rewrite this in terms of the decay
118width of the process Φ → in,

Rγγ ∼
Γin

mΦ

Γγγ

Γγγ þ Γother

dL
dm2

Φ
; ð4Þ

119where ∼ denotes someOð1Þ, process-dependent, symmetry
120factors. Equation (4) is crucial, as it connects the rate of

TABLE I. Upper limits on the branching ratios ofΦ to other SM
particles.

Final state
95% C.L. U.L.
on σ × BR [fb]

Upper lim. on
BrðΦ → XXÞ=
BrðΦ → γγÞ

WW (gluon fusion) 174 17.4–34.8
WW (VBF) 70 7–14
ZZ (gg prod.) 89 9–18
ZZ (VBF prod.) 40 4–8
Zγ 42 4.2–8.4
Zh 572 57–114
hh 209 21–42
bb 104 1–2 × 103

tt 4.04 × 103 404–807
ττ (gg prod.) 56 6–11
ττ (assoc. b production) 54 5.4–10.8
qq 104 1–2 × 103

ll 3.5 0.35–0.7

TABLE II. The SMþ Φ is not viable. SM gluon fusion and
VBF production requires boosting the decay width to di-photons
via a large ’t Hooft coupling.

The SMþ Φ
is not viable

Tree-level decays
of SM particles
excluded by
LHC searches

SM ggF → Φ
and VBF → Φ

Rate to di-photons
requires large ’t
Hooft coupling,
Eq. (6)

1In this paper, we use leading-order estimates and do not
include K factors for the production cross sections. The effect of
K factors will increase the quoted rates by factors of up to 2.
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71 messenger resonance, which we will denote as M, and this
72 parent messenger resonance can be spin 1, 0 or 1=2.
73 Under the hypothesis that the excess is coming from
74 physics beyond the Standard Model (SM), one should also
75 confront the many other searches for resonant production of
76 a pair of SM particles which constrain possible other decay
77 modes of Φ. The full list of relevant limits has been
78 collected in Appendix Awhich provides the description of
79 the inputs in our numerical analysis. In Table I we
80 summarize only the most important ones, rezscaled to
81 13 TeV rates to facilitate the discussion.For convenience,
82 we have added a column normalizing the limits to the cross
83 section required by the γγ excess. This thus provides an
84 upper limit on the branching ratios relative to the diphoton
85 branching ratio.
86 From Table I, it is easy to answer the question of whether
87 it is possible to accommodate the di-photon excess by
88 extending the SM with only one particle. In particular one
89 can see that the above numbers imply the following lower
90 bounds on the di-photon branching ratios, such as

BRðΦ → γγÞ=BRðΦ → WþW−Þ
≳ 5–10=174 ∼ 2.9–5.7 × 10−2

BRðΦ → γγÞ=BRðΦ → tt̄Þ
≳ 5–10=4036 ∼ 1.24–2.48 × 10−3 ð1Þ

91 and so on. If a coupling ofΦ to the t and/orW is responsible
92 for a loop induced decay to γγ, then there is no obstruction
93 for the tree-level decay modes in the denominator of (1).
94 From simple dimensional analysis, we already see that

BRðΦ → γγÞ=BRðΦ → WþW−=tt̄ÞÞ ∼
!
α
4π

"
2

∼ 5 × 10−5;

ð2Þ

95which is several orders of magnitude smaller than the lower
96bounds in (1). For the remaining SM fermions, this tension
97is even stronger due to the chiral suppression in the loop
98function. In particular, for the bottom quark this suppres-
99sion is more than enough to rule out a bottom-loop induced

100decay, even though the constraint on bb̄ is somewhat
101weaker than the constraints on tt̄ and WW. Using
102Table I, one can see that it is not possible to significantly
103increase the di-photon branching ratio without violating the
104limits on one of the tree-level decays first. Thus, we find
105that decay of the resonance through SM particles is not
106viable: we need additional new physics.
107The next consideration is whether production can be
108SM-like while the decay to γγ occurs through loops of
109heavy messengers. To address this question, we introduce
110the rate of resonant Φ production and decay to di-photons,

Rγγ ¼ σ̂in→Φ;inclm2
Φ

Γγγ

Γγγ þ Γother

dL
dm2

Φ
; ð3Þ

111where σ̂in→Φ;incl is the inclusive, parton-level cross section
112for a particular initial state ‘in’,1 Γγγ is the partial width to
113γγ, Γother is the total width from any other decays, and the
114final factor is the relevant parton luminosity function
115evaluated at the mass of Φ (mΦ).
116For a two-body initial state, SM SM → Φ, to leading
117order we can then always rewrite this in terms of the decay
118width of the process Φ → in,

Rγγ ∼
Γin

mΦ

Γγγ

Γγγ þ Γother

dL
dm2

Φ
; ð4Þ

119where ∼ denotes someOð1Þ, process-dependent, symmetry
120factors. Equation (4) is crucial, as it connects the rate of

TABLE I. Upper limits on the branching ratios ofΦ to other SM
particles.

Final state
95% C.L. U.L.
on σ × BR [fb]

Upper lim. on
BrðΦ → XXÞ=
BrðΦ → γγÞ

WW (gluon fusion) 174 17.4–34.8
WW (VBF) 70 7–14
ZZ (gg prod.) 89 9–18
ZZ (VBF prod.) 40 4–8
Zγ 42 4.2–8.4
Zh 572 57–114
hh 209 21–42
bb 104 1–2 × 103

tt 4.04 × 103 404–807
ττ (gg prod.) 56 6–11
ττ (assoc. b production) 54 5.4–10.8
qq 104 1–2 × 103

ll 3.5 0.35–0.7

TABLE II. The SMþ Φ is not viable. SM gluon fusion and
VBF production requires boosting the decay width to di-photons
via a large ’t Hooft coupling.

The SMþ Φ
is not viable

Tree-level decays
of SM particles
excluded by
LHC searches

SM ggF → Φ
and VBF → Φ

Rate to di-photons
requires large ’t
Hooft coupling,
Eq. (6)

1In this paper, we use leading-order estimates and do not
include K factors for the production cross sections. The effect of
K factors will increase the quoted rates by factors of up to 2.
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121 production with the width of the resonance. The width/rate
122 interplay is of great importance, as a decay to di-photon is
123 normally at the loop level.2 Let us see how this matters in
124 addressing the possibility of SM-like production. Since Φ
125 can always decay back to the initial state, we have

Γother ≥ Γin > 0: ð5Þ

126 Let us now consider for instance production through gluon
127 fusion by coupling theΦ to the SM top. In this case we have
128 Γother ≈ Γtt ≫ Γin ¼ Γgg. The expression then becomes

Rγγ ∼
Γgg

Γtt

Γγγ

mΦ

dL
dm2

Φ
: ð6Þ

129 With Γgg=Γtt ∼ 10−3, and the parton luminosity for a
130 resonance of mass MΦ ¼ 750 GeV,

Rγγ ∼ 10−3 ×
Γγγ

750 GeV
× 106 fb ∼

Γγγ

GeV
fb: ð7Þ

131 That is, to obtain the observed rate we need a partial width
132 to γγ of order 1 GeV. As we will see in the next section, the
133 typical partial width to γγ from a loop of messengers is
134 ∼1 MeV or smaller, and so this width needs to be boosted
135 in some way. Adding a large number of messengers pushes
136 the theory to the strongly coupled regime. Given that
137 ATLAS data slightly prefer a largish width, Oð6%Þ,
138 discussing possible avenues to achieve it, is of some
139 importance, especially given the model building chal-
140 lenges. Therefore, the total width will be the subject of
141 the following section.
142 Another SM-only production possibility is vector-boson
143 fusion. In this case, the production is suppressed by the
144 three-body phase space rather than by a loop factor.
145 Following a similar argument to the above, it is easy to
146 see that a partial width to γγ of order 1 GeV is again required.
147 We consider five ways forward to generate the
148 observed rate:
149 (i) We can approximately saturate the first inequality in
150 (5), by ensuring that there are no other important
151 modes forΦ to decay to other than γγ and back to the
152 initial state. In this case, the dependence on the
153 production mechanism cancels from the rate,

Rγγ ∼
Γγγ

mΦ

dL
dm2

Φ
∼ 10−3 GeV

750 GeV
× 106 fb ∼ 1 fb; ð8Þ

154 which is in the right ballpark to explain the excess.
155 In Sec. III, we present two examples of this kind: in
156 the first exampleΦ is produced through gluon fusion
157 induced by a heavy messenger. In the second case

158the production occurs through a Yukawa coupling to
159the first generation quarks and the decay through an
160uncolored messenger.
161(ii) One could accept the suppression inherent to SM-
162like gluon or vector-boson fusion, and instead
163attempt to increase Γγγ several orders of magnitude.
164In terms of a loop with messengers, this corresponds
165to the limit of large ‘t Hooft coupling and the theory
166becomes strongly coupled. This case may be of
167interest for composite models. Alternatively, in
168Hidden Valley (HV) models [6,7], Φ may decay
169to very light states, which then each can decay to two
170very collimated photons, resolved only as a single
171photon. In this case, the analogue of Γγγ corresponds
172to a tree-level decay and can, therefore, be much
173larger. We discuss this case in Sec. V.
174(iii) The analysis above does not apply for cascade
175decays, in which Φmay be produced as the daughter
176of some heavier messenger resonance, M. In this
177case it is straightforward to increase the production
178rate ofΦwithout decreasing its branching ratio to γγ.
179This will however naturally lead to a signature

TABLE III. Topologies considered in this paper.

Gluon fusion
through a
heavy colored
messenger

Sec. III A

Non-MVF Yukawa
coupling to first
generation quarks

Sec. III B

Vector-boson
fusion through
a heavy W0

Appendix B

Cascade decay Sec. IV

Nonresonant
kinematic edge
providing excess

Sec. IV

Decay to two pairs
of collimated
photons through
a Hidden Valley

Sec. V

2Equation (4) only assumes resonant production in the narrow
width approximation (NWA), which is supported by the data that
prefer at most Γ=M ∼ 6%.
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▸ Ruled out by dijets 19
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FIG. 9: Contours for heavy W 0 vector boson fusion cross section, �
V BF

, in fb. Red solid lines are di-jet exclusion limits on the
coupling of a heavy gaussian resonance.

VBF production via a heavy generic V 0 boson (e.g. a Z 0 with possibly generic vector and axial couplings) is a
separate process and does not interfere with the above; given the simple Lorentz structure of both VBF production
of � and of pp ! V 0 ! jj, dijets will generate similarly strong constraints for this process.

Appendix C: Estimation of the shower shape of a boosted pair of photons

Here we provide the details on the procedure utilized to estimate the discrepancies between the energy depositions
of two photons from a boosted particle of mass m, energy E � m and proper decay length c⌧ , from a single prompt
photon of energy E. We used the shower shape parameterization defined in [53], neglecting fluctuations, to compute
the energy deposition into idealized calorimeter cells with the same transverse size as those used by CMS and infinitely
long. We considered a 3⇥3 cell array and assumed that either the single photon or the light particle � are incident on
the center of the array. In the case of � decays to collimated photons, we compute the entrance positions for a given
distance and opening angle of the pair and use these positions as starting points of the two showers. After obtaining
the energy depositions in the 9 cells for the case of the prompt photon of energy E and the two photons of energy
E/2 we compute their di↵erences for each cell. We consider a discrepancy only if the energy di↵erence is larger than
the single-cell energy resolution quoted by CMS [54]. We then take the value of 2 standard deviations above the
mean discrepancy for the set of 9 cells as a proxy of a shower shape di↵erence. For the case of a long lived � with
fixed energy and proper lifetime, we average the shower shape di↵erence over all the possible decay lengths from the
primary vertex to the front of the calorimeter (set at 1m). As a reference point, motivated by the known case of the
SM Higgs search, we compute the quantity defined above for the case of a prompt ⇡0 of 65 GeV of energy versus a
photon of the same energy. The obtained value is used to draw the red/gray boundary in Fig. 8, while we consider the
discrepancy for a promptly decaying particle of mass 50 MeV and energy of 65 GeV to draw the white/gray boundary.
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CASCADE DECAYS

750 GEV RESONANCE + ADDITIONAL ACTIVITY

▸ Why has nothing else been reported in the events?

121 production with the width of the resonance. The width/rate
122 interplay is of great importance, as a decay to di-photon is
123 normally at the loop level.2 Let us see how this matters in
124 addressing the possibility of SM-like production. Since Φ
125 can always decay back to the initial state, we have

Γother ≥ Γin > 0: ð5Þ

126 Let us now consider for instance production through gluon
127 fusion by coupling theΦ to the SM top. In this case we have
128 Γother ≈ Γtt ≫ Γin ¼ Γgg. The expression then becomes

Rγγ ∼
Γgg

Γtt

Γγγ

mΦ

dL
dm2

Φ
: ð6Þ

129 With Γgg=Γtt ∼ 10−3, and the parton luminosity for a
130 resonance of mass MΦ ¼ 750 GeV,

Rγγ ∼ 10−3 ×
Γγγ

750 GeV
× 106 fb ∼

Γγγ

GeV
fb: ð7Þ

131 That is, to obtain the observed rate we need a partial width
132 to γγ of order 1 GeV. As we will see in the next section, the
133 typical partial width to γγ from a loop of messengers is
134 ∼1 MeV or smaller, and so this width needs to be boosted
135 in some way. Adding a large number of messengers pushes
136 the theory to the strongly coupled regime. Given that
137 ATLAS data slightly prefer a largish width, Oð6%Þ,
138 discussing possible avenues to achieve it, is of some
139 importance, especially given the model building chal-
140 lenges. Therefore, the total width will be the subject of
141 the following section.
142 Another SM-only production possibility is vector-boson
143 fusion. In this case, the production is suppressed by the
144 three-body phase space rather than by a loop factor.
145 Following a similar argument to the above, it is easy to
146 see that a partial width to γγ of order 1 GeV is again required.
147 We consider five ways forward to generate the
148 observed rate:
149 (i) We can approximately saturate the first inequality in
150 (5), by ensuring that there are no other important
151 modes forΦ to decay to other than γγ and back to the
152 initial state. In this case, the dependence on the
153 production mechanism cancels from the rate,

Rγγ ∼
Γγγ

mΦ

dL
dm2

Φ
∼ 10−3 GeV

750 GeV
× 106 fb ∼ 1 fb; ð8Þ

154 which is in the right ballpark to explain the excess.
155 In Sec. III, we present two examples of this kind: in
156 the first exampleΦ is produced through gluon fusion
157 induced by a heavy messenger. In the second case

158the production occurs through a Yukawa coupling to
159the first generation quarks and the decay through an
160uncolored messenger.
161(ii) One could accept the suppression inherent to SM-
162like gluon or vector-boson fusion, and instead
163attempt to increase Γγγ several orders of magnitude.
164In terms of a loop with messengers, this corresponds
165to the limit of large ‘t Hooft coupling and the theory
166becomes strongly coupled. This case may be of
167interest for composite models. Alternatively, in
168Hidden Valley (HV) models [6,7], Φ may decay
169to very light states, which then each can decay to two
170very collimated photons, resolved only as a single
171photon. In this case, the analogue of Γγγ corresponds
172to a tree-level decay and can, therefore, be much
173larger. We discuss this case in Sec. V.
174(iii) The analysis above does not apply for cascade
175decays, in which Φmay be produced as the daughter
176of some heavier messenger resonance, M. In this
177case it is straightforward to increase the production
178rate ofΦwithout decreasing its branching ratio to γγ.
179This will however naturally lead to a signature

TABLE III. Topologies considered in this paper.

Gluon fusion
through a
heavy colored
messenger

Sec. III A

Non-MVF Yukawa
coupling to first
generation quarks

Sec. III B

Vector-boson
fusion through
a heavy W0

Appendix B

Cascade decay Sec. IV

Nonresonant
kinematic edge
providing excess

Sec. IV

Decay to two pairs
of collimated
photons through
a Hidden Valley

Sec. V

2Equation (4) only assumes resonant production in the narrow
width approximation (NWA), which is supported by the data that
prefer at most Γ=M ∼ 6%.
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Cascade decay
Improved compatibility with 8 TeV

SK, T. Melia, M. Papucci and K. Zurek: 1512.04928 Francescini et. al. : 1512.04933
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Figure 1: An NMSSM Higgs boson cascade decay contributing to the diphoton excess. The ↵ and �

denote the initial state partons. If (↵, �) = (bb̄), one also expects extra b jets in the forward region.

Although the current data would not have enough sensitivity to discriminate these extra jets

from other jets with QCD origin, this scenario can be tested by looking at these b-jets in the

future analysis.

The paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we demonstrate our scenario in a simplified

framework in which the mixing between singlet and doublet states are ignored. In section 3

we consider how our scenario can be realised in the NMSSM taking the e↵ect of mixing into

account. We conclude this paper in section 4.

2 Interpretation with pure states

We first discuss our scenario in a simplified framework where the resonance A is pure doublet

state and the lightest CP even and odd Higgs bosons, s and a, are exclusively originated from

the singlet field S. In order to explain the diphoton excess, the cross section and branching

ratios should satisfy

(� · BR)signal
13TeV

⌘ �
13TeV

(pp ! A) · BR(A ! sa) · BR(a ! ��) = 2.5÷ 8 fb , (1)

at 1 � level. On the other hand, the 8 TeV CMS 95% CL limit [4] reads

(� · BR)signal
8TeV

⌘ �
8TeV

(pp ! A) · BR(A ! sa) · BR(a ! ��) < 1.32 fb . (2)

Fig. 2 shows the NLO production cross section of A from the gg (red) and bb̄ (blue) initial

states as a function of mA for
p
S = 13 (solid) and 8 (dashed) TeV. In the left (right) panel

of Fig. 2, the thick and thin lines correspond to tan � = 50 and 30 (1.5 and 3), respectively.

The cross sections are calculated using SusHi v.1.5.0 [58–65]. As can be seen, the
p
S = 13

TeV production cross section for large (small) tan � values is dominated by bb̄ (gg) initial state.

It can be as large as 400 (200) fb for tan � = 50 (30) at mA ⇠ 850 GeV. The cross section

3
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EDGES

FAKE A RESONANCE WITH AN EDGE

▸ Again, why has nothing else been observed?

121 production with the width of the resonance. The width/rate
122 interplay is of great importance, as a decay to di-photon is
123 normally at the loop level.2 Let us see how this matters in
124 addressing the possibility of SM-like production. Since Φ
125 can always decay back to the initial state, we have

Γother ≥ Γin > 0: ð5Þ

126 Let us now consider for instance production through gluon
127 fusion by coupling theΦ to the SM top. In this case we have
128 Γother ≈ Γtt ≫ Γin ¼ Γgg. The expression then becomes

Rγγ ∼
Γgg

Γtt

Γγγ

mΦ

dL
dm2

Φ
: ð6Þ

129 With Γgg=Γtt ∼ 10−3, and the parton luminosity for a
130 resonance of mass MΦ ¼ 750 GeV,

Rγγ ∼ 10−3 ×
Γγγ

750 GeV
× 106 fb ∼

Γγγ

GeV
fb: ð7Þ

131 That is, to obtain the observed rate we need a partial width
132 to γγ of order 1 GeV. As we will see in the next section, the
133 typical partial width to γγ from a loop of messengers is
134 ∼1 MeV or smaller, and so this width needs to be boosted
135 in some way. Adding a large number of messengers pushes
136 the theory to the strongly coupled regime. Given that
137 ATLAS data slightly prefer a largish width, Oð6%Þ,
138 discussing possible avenues to achieve it, is of some
139 importance, especially given the model building chal-
140 lenges. Therefore, the total width will be the subject of
141 the following section.
142 Another SM-only production possibility is vector-boson
143 fusion. In this case, the production is suppressed by the
144 three-body phase space rather than by a loop factor.
145 Following a similar argument to the above, it is easy to
146 see that a partial width to γγ of order 1 GeV is again required.
147 We consider five ways forward to generate the
148 observed rate:
149 (i) We can approximately saturate the first inequality in
150 (5), by ensuring that there are no other important
151 modes forΦ to decay to other than γγ and back to the
152 initial state. In this case, the dependence on the
153 production mechanism cancels from the rate,

Rγγ ∼
Γγγ

mΦ

dL
dm2

Φ
∼ 10−3 GeV

750 GeV
× 106 fb ∼ 1 fb; ð8Þ

154 which is in the right ballpark to explain the excess.
155 In Sec. III, we present two examples of this kind: in
156 the first exampleΦ is produced through gluon fusion
157 induced by a heavy messenger. In the second case

158the production occurs through a Yukawa coupling to
159the first generation quarks and the decay through an
160uncolored messenger.
161(ii) One could accept the suppression inherent to SM-
162like gluon or vector-boson fusion, and instead
163attempt to increase Γγγ several orders of magnitude.
164In terms of a loop with messengers, this corresponds
165to the limit of large ‘t Hooft coupling and the theory
166becomes strongly coupled. This case may be of
167interest for composite models. Alternatively, in
168Hidden Valley (HV) models [6,7], Φ may decay
169to very light states, which then each can decay to two
170very collimated photons, resolved only as a single
171photon. In this case, the analogue of Γγγ corresponds
172to a tree-level decay and can, therefore, be much
173larger. We discuss this case in Sec. V.
174(iii) The analysis above does not apply for cascade
175decays, in which Φmay be produced as the daughter
176of some heavier messenger resonance, M. In this
177case it is straightforward to increase the production
178rate ofΦwithout decreasing its branching ratio to γγ.
179This will however naturally lead to a signature

TABLE III. Topologies considered in this paper.

Gluon fusion
through a
heavy colored
messenger

Sec. III A

Non-MVF Yukawa
coupling to first
generation quarks

Sec. III B

Vector-boson
fusion through
a heavy W0

Appendix B

Cascade decay Sec. IV

Nonresonant
kinematic edge
providing excess

Sec. IV

Decay to two pairs
of collimated
photons through
a Hidden Valley

Sec. V

2Equation (4) only assumes resonant production in the narrow
width approximation (NWA), which is supported by the data that
prefer at most Γ=M ∼ 6%.
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ΓA

MA

!
dL
dM2

A
c
"
BRðA→jjÞBRðA→BγÞBRðB→γCÞ¼10 fb:

ð23Þ

672 The only information that can be inferred from this
673 equation is a lower bound on BRðA → jjÞBRðA → BγÞ
674 BRðB → γCÞ as a function of MA, which trivially states
675 that if these branching ratios are too small, one cannot
676 accommodate the observed di-photon rate. One cannot
677 make further progress without knowing more information
678 on the nature of A and/or B. If B cannot be directly
679 produced in proton-proton collisions, one presently can
680 easily explain the bump as long as Eqs. (22) and (23) are
681 satisfied. Future observations of the γC and γγC peaks or
682 the γγ line-shape are the only handles to disprove this
683 possibility.
684 On the other hand, in models where B can also be
685 produced directly in proton collisions, further constraints
686 apply: ATLAS and CMS have performed searches for B →
687 γX for X ¼ W, Z, j, besides di-jet searches. We can use
688 these searches to set upper limits on BRðB → γCÞ ×
689 BRðB → jjÞ and on BRðB → jjÞ, with the same tech-
690 niques employed above. At the same time, by using
691 Eqs. (22) and (23), and using the fact that
692 BRðA → jjÞBRðA → BγÞ < 1=4, we can extract a lower
693 limit on BRðB → γCÞ. The results are shown in Fig. 8,
694 where the upper limits from direct searches are expressed as
695 solid lines and the lower limit from the requirement to have
696 enough rate to fit the excess is expressed as a dashed line.
697 Satisfying both constraints is equivalent to imposing an
698 upper bound on BRðB → jjÞ which is nontrivial only for
699 low enough MB ≲ 600 GeV in the case B → Zγ. We
700 conclude that there are no obstructions from run I searches
701 for explaining the di-photon rate with a kinematic edge.
702 However the absence of significant extra activity in the
703 events points towards the presence of the intermediate state
704 B not too far from 500 GeV.

705V. COLLIMATED PAIRS OF PHOTONS?
706HIDDEN VALLEY MODELS

707In the previous section, we discussed models where Φ,
708being neutral, couples to two photons via loops of charged
709particles. The natural size for this partial width is
710α2em=256π3mΦ times the appropriate Casimirs and powers
711of electric charges, which puts us in the 10 keV–1 MeV
712range. One can increase it by increasing the multiplicity and
713the charge of the particles running in the loop, as well as the
714strength of their coupling withΦ. However, it is impractical
715to render this partial width of the order of a tree-level decay,
716Oð5 GeVÞ, without going into the strong coupling regime
717and/or having a very large number of flavors. Nevertheless,
718from the discussion in Sec. I, there are currently no
719obstructions from the LHC data for Φ to have a tree-level
720size partial width into what looks like a pair of photons. In
721this section, we investigate whether this can be achieved if
722the two photons recorded in the experiments are actually
723highly collimated pairs of photons. The possibility for such
724photon-jets has previously been considered in detail, and in
725particular as an exotic decay mode of the standard model
726Higgs [51–57].
727The obvious class of models producing this topology are
728Hidden Valleys [6,7], in which Φ decays at tree level into a
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F8:4from direct searches at run I. The lower limit on the branching
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motivated phenomenological scenario. Then, using the
measurements (10), we can predict the masses of two of
the unknown particles, say MB1 and MB2 , as a function
of the other two, MA and M�, as shown in the middle
left panel of Fig. 4 (MB1 only for illustration).

Finally, for the two-step cascade topology of Fig. 1(c),
only one parameter, Eq. (11), can be measured from the
data. This provides one relation among the three un-
known masses MA, MB and M�, which is depicted in
the bottom left panel of Fig. 4.

As mentioned earlier, the interesting events contribut-
ing to the excess do not seem to be accompanied by
substantial missing transverse momentum. On the other
hand, the three scenarios considered here have invisible
particles in the final state, and one might naively ex-
pect that they would be in contradiction with the data.
However, note that the events contributing to the excess
are typically populated near the kinematic endpoint (see
Figs. 2 and 3). For such events, the typical angular sepa-
ration (in the laboratory frame) between the two photons
is anticipated to be large. Now consider the antler event
topology of Fig. 1(a), where each particle B decays into a
photon and a �. If the photons are almost back-to-back,
then so must be the two �’s, yielding a relatively small
net missing transverse momentum. This inverse correla-
tion between m�� and /ET is shown in the right panels
of Fig. 4, where for completeness we also provide simi-
lar temperature plots for the sandwich and the two-step
cascade decay topologies. In the left panel of Fig. 5,
we show /ET distributions of simulated events around
m�� ⇠ 700 � 800 GeV (near the measured peak posi-
tion) with the same mass spectra as in the right panels of
Fig. 4. Again, the selection cuts adopted in Ref. [1] have
been imposed. We clearly see that the antler scenario
favors small /ET as expected. Certainly, once more data
is accumulated, the missing transverse momentum will
eventually be a good discriminator between the conven-
tional resonance scenario (in which no /ET is expected)
and a cascade decay scenario involving invisible particles.

An alternative handle to discriminate among these
competing interpretations is provided by the photon en-
ergy spectrum. In the conventional case of a single reso-
nance scenario with a large decay width [3], the photon
energy spectrum has a unique peak at half the resonance
mass [8, 9], and the peak may show a sharp kink struc-
ture if the heavy resonance is singly produced [10]. On
the other hand, the energy distribution for the (symmet-
ric) antler scenario develops a peak at

E� = (M2
B � M

2
�)/(2MB) , (14)

which is, in principle, di↵erent from the peak in the m��

distribution. For the other two cases, the corresponding
photon spectrum could develop a double-bump structure
depending on the underlying mass spectrum [11]. These
expectations are summarized in the right panel of Fig. 5.

Finally, we note the potential impact of spin correla-
tions on our analysis. It is well-known that the overall
shape of invariant mass distributions can be distorted by
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FIG. 5: Left panel: /ET distributions of events near the peak
position. The mass spectra are the same as in the right panels
of Fig. 4. Right panel: Photon energy distributions for the
conventional scenario with a heavy resonance of mass 750 GeV
and width 45 GeV (black dotted line), and the three cascade
decay scenarios: the antler topology (red solid), the sand-
wich topology (blue solid), and the two-step cascade (green
dotted). The dashed vertical lines mark the expected energy-
peak locations.

the introduction of non-trivial spin correlations [12, 13].
One could then repopulate most of the signal events in a
(relatively) narrow region around the peak, which would
further improve the fit. Let fS(m) be the relevant m��

distribution in the presence of spin correlations. For the
antler and sandwich cases, one can write [5, 14]

fS(m) ⇠
8
<

:

m(c1 + c2t + c3t
2) , 0  m  e

�⌘
E,

m[c4 + c5t + c6t
2

+(c7 + c8t + c9t
2) ln t] , e

�⌘
E  m  E.

(15)

Here t ⌘ m

2
/E

2 and ci (i = 1, . . . , 9) represent coe�-
cients encoding the underlying spin information. For the
decay topology in Fig. 1(c), the relevant expression is
given by the first line of Eq. (15) [5, 12]:

fS(m) ⇠ m(d1 + d2t + d3t
2) for 0  m  E , (16)

and the presence of the additional terms beyond Eq. (7)
can also favorably sculpt the distribution in the vicinity
of the peak.

In conclusion, we investigated the nature of the anoma-
lous excesses reported by the ATLAS and CMS Col-
laborations in terms of cascade decay topologies from a
heavy, possibly quite narrow, resonance. Our scenarios
can generically accommodate a (relatively) large width of
the peak accompanied with a (relatively) small missing
transverse momentum. The presence of invisible particles
in the final state opens the door for discovery of not just
a new particle beyond the Standard Model, but possibly
of the dark matter. We also discussed the potential of
distinguishing the competing interpretations with more
data, using the missing transverse momentum and pho-
ton energy distributions. We eagerly await the resolution
of this puzzle with new data from the LHC.
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We discuss non-standard interpretations of the 750 GeV diphoton excess recently reported by the
ATLAS and CMS Collaborations which do not involve a new, relatively broad, resonance with a
mass near 750 GeV. Instead, we consider the sequential cascade decay of a much heavier, possibly
quite narrow, resonance into two photons along with one or more invisible particles. The resulting
diphoton invariant mass signal is generically rather broad, as suggested by the data. We examine
three specific event topologies — the “antler”, the “sandwich”, and the 2-step cascade decay, and
show that they all can provide a good fit to the observed published data. In each case, we delineate
the preferred mass parameter space selected by the best fit. In spite of the presence of invisible
particles in the final state, the measured missing transverse energy is moderate, due to its anti-
correlation with the diphoton invariant mass. We comment on the future prospects of discriminating
with higher statistics between our scenarios, as well as from more conventional interpretations.

PACS numbers: 14.80.-j,12.60.-i

Introduction. Recently, the ATLAS and CMS Col-
laborations have reported first results with data obtained
at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) operating at 13
TeV. The data shows an intriguing excess in the inclusive
diphoton final state [1, 2]. The ATLAS Collaboration
further reported that about 15 events in the diphoton
invariant mass distribution are observed above the Stan-
dard Model (SM) expectation at 3.9� local significance
(2.3� global significance) with 3.2 fb�1 of data. The ex-
cess appears as a bump at M ⇠ 750 GeV with a rela-
tively broad width � ⇠ 45 GeV, resulting in �/M ⇠ 0.06
[1]. Similar results are reported by the CMS Collabo-
ration for 2.6 fb�1 of data — there are about 10 excess
events at a local significance of 2.6� (2.0�) assuming a
narrow (wide) width [2]. The anomalous events are not
accompanied by significant missing energy, or jet or lep-
ton multiplicity. The required cross section for the excess
is ⇠ 10 fb at 13 TeV, and so far no indication of a similar
excess has been observed in other channels.

While waiting for the definitive verdict on this anomaly
from additional LHC data, it is fun to speculate on new
physics scenarios which are consistent with the current
data. Since the excess was seen in the diphoton invariant
mass spectrum, the most straightforward interpretation
would involve the production of a resonance with mass
near 750 GeV, which decays directly to two photons. The
relative broadness of the observed feature in turn would
imply that this resonance has a relatively large width,
creating some tension with its non-observation in other
channels. Since the initial announcement, many models
along those lines have been proposed [3].

In this letter, we entertain a di↵erent interpretation of
the diphoton excess in the context of a sequential cas-
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� �
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(b)
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(a)

A

B1

B2
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�1
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FIG. 1: The event topologies with two photons and up to
two invisible particles under consideration in this letter: (a)
antler, (b) sandwich, and (c) 2-step cascade decay. Wavy lines
denote photons, dotted lines represent invisible, weakly inter-
acting, particles (�i) which could be dark matter candidates,
while solid lines correspond to heavier resonances (A, Bi).

cade decay of a much heavier, possibly quite narrow, res-
onance, resulting in a final state with two photons and
one or two invisible particles. Three specific examples
of such simplified model event topologies are exhibited
in Fig. 1: an “antler” topology [4] in Fig. 1(a), a “sand-
wich” topology [5] in Fig. 1(b) and a 2-step cascade decay
in Fig. 1(c). In such scenarios, the resulting diphoton in-
variant mass is typically characterized by a somewhat
broad distribution, which eliminates the necessity of an
intrinsically broad resonance. Furthermore, the peak of
the diphoton mass distribution is found near the upper
kinematic endpoint, making it likely that the first signal
events will be seen at large invariant mass, while the low
mass tail remains buried under the steeply falling SM
background. Interestingly, for signal events with the re-
quired extreme values of the diphoton mass, the missing
transverse momentum turns out to be rather moderate,
due to its anti-correlation with the diphoton mass. Given
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HIDDEN VALLEY

FAKE PHOTONS

▸ Sufficiently light secondary particles that decay products 
merge — Hidden-valley-like model

121 production with the width of the resonance. The width/rate
122 interplay is of great importance, as a decay to di-photon is
123 normally at the loop level.2 Let us see how this matters in
124 addressing the possibility of SM-like production. Since Φ
125 can always decay back to the initial state, we have

Γother ≥ Γin > 0: ð5Þ

126 Let us now consider for instance production through gluon
127 fusion by coupling theΦ to the SM top. In this case we have
128 Γother ≈ Γtt ≫ Γin ¼ Γgg. The expression then becomes

Rγγ ∼
Γgg

Γtt

Γγγ

mΦ

dL
dm2

Φ
: ð6Þ

129 With Γgg=Γtt ∼ 10−3, and the parton luminosity for a
130 resonance of mass MΦ ¼ 750 GeV,

Rγγ ∼ 10−3 ×
Γγγ

750 GeV
× 106 fb ∼

Γγγ

GeV
fb: ð7Þ

131 That is, to obtain the observed rate we need a partial width
132 to γγ of order 1 GeV. As we will see in the next section, the
133 typical partial width to γγ from a loop of messengers is
134 ∼1 MeV or smaller, and so this width needs to be boosted
135 in some way. Adding a large number of messengers pushes
136 the theory to the strongly coupled regime. Given that
137 ATLAS data slightly prefer a largish width, Oð6%Þ,
138 discussing possible avenues to achieve it, is of some
139 importance, especially given the model building chal-
140 lenges. Therefore, the total width will be the subject of
141 the following section.
142 Another SM-only production possibility is vector-boson
143 fusion. In this case, the production is suppressed by the
144 three-body phase space rather than by a loop factor.
145 Following a similar argument to the above, it is easy to
146 see that a partial width to γγ of order 1 GeV is again required.
147 We consider five ways forward to generate the
148 observed rate:
149 (i) We can approximately saturate the first inequality in
150 (5), by ensuring that there are no other important
151 modes forΦ to decay to other than γγ and back to the
152 initial state. In this case, the dependence on the
153 production mechanism cancels from the rate,

Rγγ ∼
Γγγ

mΦ

dL
dm2

Φ
∼ 10−3 GeV

750 GeV
× 106 fb ∼ 1 fb; ð8Þ

154 which is in the right ballpark to explain the excess.
155 In Sec. III, we present two examples of this kind: in
156 the first exampleΦ is produced through gluon fusion
157 induced by a heavy messenger. In the second case

158the production occurs through a Yukawa coupling to
159the first generation quarks and the decay through an
160uncolored messenger.
161(ii) One could accept the suppression inherent to SM-
162like gluon or vector-boson fusion, and instead
163attempt to increase Γγγ several orders of magnitude.
164In terms of a loop with messengers, this corresponds
165to the limit of large ‘t Hooft coupling and the theory
166becomes strongly coupled. This case may be of
167interest for composite models. Alternatively, in
168Hidden Valley (HV) models [6,7], Φ may decay
169to very light states, which then each can decay to two
170very collimated photons, resolved only as a single
171photon. In this case, the analogue of Γγγ corresponds
172to a tree-level decay and can, therefore, be much
173larger. We discuss this case in Sec. V.
174(iii) The analysis above does not apply for cascade
175decays, in which Φmay be produced as the daughter
176of some heavier messenger resonance, M. In this
177case it is straightforward to increase the production
178rate ofΦwithout decreasing its branching ratio to γγ.
179This will however naturally lead to a signature

TABLE III. Topologies considered in this paper.

Gluon fusion
through a
heavy colored
messenger

Sec. III A

Non-MVF Yukawa
coupling to first
generation quarks

Sec. III B

Vector-boson
fusion through
a heavy W0

Appendix B

Cascade decay Sec. IV

Nonresonant
kinematic edge
providing excess

Sec. IV

Decay to two pairs
of collimated
photons through
a Hidden Valley

Sec. V

2Equation (4) only assumes resonant production in the narrow
width approximation (NWA), which is supported by the data that
prefer at most Γ=M ∼ 6%.
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729 pair of light scalars, ϕ, which in turn decays to a pair of
730 photons. The collimation is achieved by requiring that mϕ

731 is sufficiently low, below a GeV. The coupling of ϕ to
732 photons can be generated by loops of massive charged
733 fermions (denoted below by ψ). In this way, we have
734 decoupled the size of the Φ width to the necessary
735 requirements of loop-mediated γγ dictated by gauge invari-
736 ance. In this class of models, Φ can, in principle, be a scalar
737 or a vector (or a tensor), but we will focus on the scalar
738 hypothesis below, as it is simplest to embed in a model. We
739 consider the following simplified model:

L⊃ j∂μΦj2þ
1

2
m2

ΦΦ
2þ1

2
ð∂μϕÞ2

þ1

2
ðm2

ϕþgmΦΦÞϕ2þ iψ̄Dψ −mψ ψ̄ψþyϕψ̄ψ ð24Þ

740 where we have normalized the trilinear scalar interaction to
741 the Φ mass. We note that, since the decay now proceeds at
742 tree level, in principle Φ can be identified with a heavy
743 Higgs in an extended Higgs sector such as the 2HDM as
744 long as BRðΦ → ϕϕÞ≳Oð1%Þ. The next constraint is on
745 the ϕ mass, due to the photon pair collimation. We know
746 from Higgs measurements that the LHC experiments are
747 able to distinguish photons ofmh=2 ∼ 65 GeV from π0’s of
748 the same energy. This sets an upper limit on the ϕ mass
749 mϕ < mπ0mΦ=mh ≃ 800 MeV. Furthermore the require-
750 ment 2mψ ≫ mϕ, to ensure a sizable decay of ϕ to two
751 photons via a loop of charged fermions, will generally
752 render the decay displaced

τϕ ≃ 3 mm
!
600 MeV

mϕ

"!
mψ

100 GeV

"
2

y−2; ð25Þ

753further affecting the differences between the electromag-
754netic shower shapes between a ϕ decay and a prompt
755photon of the same energy. In order to asses the differences,
756we estimated the discrepancies in the shower shapes
757between a photon and a displaced ϕ decay of 375 GeV
758of energy using the procedure described in Appendix C.
759Since a prompt decay prefers a heavier mass of ϕ, opening
760a decay via GμνGμν to pions, a requirement of a significant
761branching to γγ (in order not to suppress the total rate) is now
762doubly important for ϕ, forcing us to discard the option to
763couple ϕ to the SM fermions proportionally to their masses.
764Therefore we are left with two options: either to couple ϕ to
765the τ lepton but not to muons or electrons, or to assume that
766ψ is a new charged vectorlike fermion at the weak scale. The
767former case originates naturally in models such as those
768described in [19].
769Our results are summarized in Fig. 9. The red shaded
770region is excluded, since here ϕ generates EM-shower
771shapes differing from a prompt photon, by more than the
772difference between a 65 GeV π0 and a 65 GeV γ. The white
773region corresponds to similar differences as a would-be π0

774of 65 GeV of energy but mass below 50 MeV, and is
775therefore likely to be allowed, while the gray area corre-
776spond to the intermediate range where a more proper
777analysis may be needed. The blue curves denote the
778fraction of times ϕ decays inside the calorimeter. The
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F9:1 FIG. 9. Allowed regions for the case of Φ decaying into an Hidden Valley as a function of the mass of the light particle ϕ and its
F9:2 coupling y to a charged particle generating the γγ partial width. ϕ proper decay lengths are shown as dashed lines. Blue lines describe the
F9:3 fraction of ϕ particles decaying inside the calorimeter (5%, 10% and 20%, respectively), while the white, red and gray areas correspond,
F9:4 respectively, to the degree of collimation the two photons from ϕ decay: indistinguishable from a single photon (according to the way of
F9:5 estimating the shower shape discrepancies described in Appendix C), distinguishable (hence excluded) or the intermediate regime where
F9:6 further study may be needed. The left plot corresponds to ϕ coupling to the SM τ lepton only, with coupling y $ yb, while the right plot
F9:7 corresponds to the case where ϕ couples to 4 copies of vectorlike uncolored fermions carrying unit charge with 400 GeV of mass.
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HIDDEN VALLEY

QUIRKS

▸ If mX > Lambda, flux tube does not break 

▸ Instead X-Xbar annihilates to hidden gauge bosonsQuirks

P. Agrawal, J. Fan, B. Heidenreich, M. Reece, M. Strassler: 1512.05775 !
D. Curtin, C.B. Verhaaren: 1512.05753

ɸ may be a bound state X X̄

Features:!
• fermionic quirks disfavored (di-lepton resonances)!
• if colored, large production cross section ( > 5 pb )!
• color octet states could be nearby (dijet or photon + jet)!
• soft jets or pions from de-excitation!
• possible displaced hidden glueball decays

If mX > Λc, the flux tube cannot break!
 the X - X system annihilates to (hidden) gauge bosons



HIDDEN VALLEY

FAKE PHOTONS

▸ Long lived decays to pairs of electrons; evade tracker

� ! A0A0 ! 2e+2e�
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FIG. 6: Preferred parameter space (yellow shaded) in the ✏2 versus m
A

0 plane for dark photons

that can explain the 750 GeV scalar resonance through faking photons. In the left and right panel,

we vary the parameter ↵
d

and �
T

separately. The solid, dotted, and dashed lines in the left(right)

panel respectively represent parameters corresponding to 30 observed diphoton events for ↵
d

= 1,

0.01, and 0.08 (�
T

= 4⇡, 4, and 1.3) with a fixed �
T

= 4⇡ (↵
d

= 1). Other parameters in the

calculation are set to be �
d

= 2, m
 

= 300 GeV and m
T

= 1 TeV. The purple-gray shaded regions

are excluded by the mono-photon search at the ATLAS [108]. It excludes part of parameter space

for ↵
d

= 1, �
T

= 4⇡ that we marked as purple-gray lines. Nevertheless, the mono-photon search

does not further exclude preferred parameter space for smaller ↵
d

and �
T

values listed in the plot.

In the plot, we also include current constraints and future prospects on the ✏2 versus m
A

0 plane

for dark photons that decay directly to SM particles (see e.g. [96] and reference in §I).

C. Preferred region of light particle parameter space

In this subsection we perform a “fusion” of all di↵erent components of our calculation

in order to derive the allowed parameter space for light particles. Our strategy is to be

conservative, which means we should allow the largest possible variations in the properties

of the 750 GeV resonance. To that e↵ect, we take the largest possible range for the coupling

that regulates the production of S through the gluon fusion, 0  �
T

 4⇡. The upper

boundary would correspond to the largest production cross section, and therefore admits
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FIG. 3: The required cross section times branching ratio of the scalar resonance �(750) ! 2�

0 that

generates a 5 fb diphoton signal at the 13 TeV ATLAS search, assuming Br(�0 ! e

+
e

�) = 1. Di↵erent

color schemes represent various dark photon masses m�0 , and the shaded regions give the 90% CL

exclusion bounds from the 8 TeV ATLAS search of a photon+MET [20] (exclusion regions on the

left) and prompt lepton jets [19] (exclusion regions on the right). Here we carry out the analysis

conservatively by assuming the highly collimated e

+
e

� from the light �

0 decays cannot be reconstructed

if the decay happens after the first layer of the ECAL (⇠< 1590 mm). Since the MET in [20] is defined

as the imbalance of the total pT of the constructed objects, we treat such displaced decay as missing

energy. When the decay happens before Pixel (⇠< 34 mm), the highly collimated lepton pairs are

identified as lepton jets. The rescaling of the resonance production between 13/8 TeV is based on the

gg ! �(750).

collimated e+e� from the dark photon decay can be identified as a lepton-jet. ATLAS carries

out a search on prompt lepton-jet pair [19]. This search can be applied to constrain our scenario

since it is possible that both dark photon decay before getting into the tracker, especially when

the mixing ✏ is large. We show the existing bound on the cross section in the shaded region at

the right side of Fig. 3. Lepton-jets are required to have pT > 5 GeV, |⌘| < 2.5, and we apply

a reconstruction factor 0.6 for each of the jet which is comparable to the value used in [19]. As

we see, the bound is only relevant when the mixing is large and is not useful to constrain most
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HIDDEN VALLEY

HIDDEN PIONS

▸ Confine at high scale 2

couples to the standard model gauge fields as

L ∼ −
Λ3

4πm4
s

(

g23
2
GaµνGa

µν +
9a2g21
5

BµνBµν

)

, (5)

where a = 1, · · · , 8 is the SU(3)C adjoint index, and
g3 and g1 are the SU(3)C and U(1)Y gauge couplings,
respectively.1 Here and below, we count possible factors
of 4π using naive dimensional analysis [6].
The hidden glueball state s can be produced by gluon

fusion (among others) and decay into diphoton with the
branching ratio

Bs→γγ =
81a4

50

cos4 θW g41
8g43

≃ 0.033 a4, (6)

where θW is the Weinberg angle. The production cross
section of s through Eq. (5) at 13 TeV pp collisions can
be estimated (after multiplying the diphoton branching
ratio) as

σpp→sBs→γγ ∼ 10 fb× a4
(

3.5 TeV

m4/Λ3

)2

, (7)

where we have used NNPDF 3.0 [7] for the parton distri-
bution function. We thus find that

Λ ∼ 700 GeV, m ∼ 1 TeV, (8)

give ms and σpp→sBs→γγ roughly consistent with the
excess in the 13 TeV data.
The model is subject to constraints from analogous

high-mass diboson resonance searches in the 8 TeV data.
Assuming that the production occurs through interac-
tions in Eq. (5), the ratio of the s production cross sec-
tions at 8 TeV and 13 TeV is

σpp→s|8TeV

σpp→s|13TeV

≃ 0.21, (9)

for ms = 750 GeV. This gives σpp→sBs→γγ close to
the upper limit from the 8 TeV data [8]. The model also
gives definite predictions for the relative branching ratios
between s → γγ, ZZ, and Zγ

Bs→ZZ

Bs→γγ
= tan4 θW ≃ 0.09, (10)

Bs→Zγ

Bs→γγ
= 2 tan2 θW ≃ 0.6, (11)

where we have ignored the phase space factors. With
Eq. (9), we thus obtain

σ ×B|Zγ, 8TeV ≃ 1.3 fb

(

σ ×B|γγ, 13TeV

10 fb

)

. (12)

1 Throughout the paper, we adopt the hypercharge normaliza-
tion such that the standard model fermions have (q, ū, d̄, l, ē) =
(1/6,−2/3, 1/3,−1/2, 1), and g1 is in the SU(5) normalization.

GH SU(3)C U(1)Y U(1)A

Q1 ! !̄ a 1/3

Q2 ! 1 b −1

Q̄1 !̄ ! −a 1/3

Q̄2 !̄ 1 −b −1

TABLE II. Charge assignment of hidden “light” quarks. Here,
a2 ̸= b2, and Q1,2 and Q̄1,2 are left-handed Weyl spinors.

This is consistent with the upper limit from the 8 TeV
data [9].
We note that the precise value of σ ×B|8TeV depends

on the details of s production, which we have assumed
here to occur only through Eq. (5). (For an analysis of
constraints from the 8 TeV data for general dimension-5
couplings between s and the standard model gauge fields,
see the appendix.) The assumption of gluon fusion dom-
inated production, however, may not be valid in some
cases. For example, depending on the values of m and
Λ, production of heavy resonances that are composed of
Q and Q̄ and decay into s may give comparable contri-
butions to the production of single s through the gluon
fusion. With this production mechanism, the production
rates of s in 8 TeV and 13 TeV pp collisions will dif-
fer more, relaxing the constraints from the 8 TeV data.
The production mechanisms can be differentiated exper-
imentally, e.g., through the transverse momentum dis-
tribution of photons. Detailed analyses of this issue are
warranted.
Limits from other diboson decays of s, i.e. to gg and

ZZ, are weaker.

III. HIDDEN PION: MINIMAL MODEL

We now consider a model in which the 750 GeV reso-
nance is a hidden “pion,” instead of the hidden glueball.
A virtue of this model is that we need to rely less on the
dynamical assumption about the hidden sector. As be-
fore, we take the hidden gauge group GH to be SU(N),
but now we take the hidden quarks to have charges in
Table II and mass terms

L = −m1Q1Q̄1 −m2Q2Q̄2 + h.c., (13)

where we take m1,2 > 0 without loss of generality. We
assume that these masses are sufficiently smaller than the
dynamical scale, m1,2 ≪ Λ, so that Q1,2 and Q̄1,2 can be
regarded as hidden “light” quarks.

A. Hidden Pion Dynamics

The strong GH dynamics makes the hidden quarks
condensate

⟨Q1Q̄1⟩ ≈ ⟨Q2Q̄2⟩ ≡ ⟨QQ̄⟩ ≈
1

16π2
Λ3. (14)
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where a = 1, · · · , 8 is the SU(3)C adjoint index, and
g3 and g1 are the SU(3)C and U(1)Y gauge couplings,
respectively.1 Here and below, we count possible factors
of 4π using naive dimensional analysis [6].
The hidden glueball state s can be produced by gluon

fusion (among others) and decay into diphoton with the
branching ratio
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81a4

50

cos4 θW g41
8g43

≃ 0.033 a4, (6)

where θW is the Weinberg angle. The production cross
section of s through Eq. (5) at 13 TeV pp collisions can
be estimated (after multiplying the diphoton branching
ratio) as

σpp→sBs→γγ ∼ 10 fb× a4
(

3.5 TeV

m4/Λ3

)2

, (7)

where we have used NNPDF 3.0 [7] for the parton distri-
bution function. We thus find that

Λ ∼ 700 GeV, m ∼ 1 TeV, (8)

give ms and σpp→sBs→γγ roughly consistent with the
excess in the 13 TeV data.
The model is subject to constraints from analogous

high-mass diboson resonance searches in the 8 TeV data.
Assuming that the production occurs through interac-
tions in Eq. (5), the ratio of the s production cross sec-
tions at 8 TeV and 13 TeV is

σpp→s|8TeV

σpp→s|13TeV

≃ 0.21, (9)

for ms = 750 GeV. This gives σpp→sBs→γγ close to
the upper limit from the 8 TeV data [8]. The model also
gives definite predictions for the relative branching ratios
between s → γγ, ZZ, and Zγ

Bs→ZZ

Bs→γγ
= tan4 θW ≃ 0.09, (10)

Bs→Zγ

Bs→γγ
= 2 tan2 θW ≃ 0.6, (11)

where we have ignored the phase space factors. With
Eq. (9), we thus obtain

σ ×B|Zγ, 8TeV ≃ 1.3 fb

(

σ ×B|γγ, 13TeV

10 fb

)

. (12)

1 Throughout the paper, we adopt the hypercharge normaliza-
tion such that the standard model fermions have (q, ū, d̄, l, ē) =
(1/6,−2/3, 1/3,−1/2, 1), and g1 is in the SU(5) normalization.

GH SU(3)C U(1)Y U(1)A

Q1 ! !̄ a 1/3

Q2 ! 1 b −1

Q̄1 !̄ ! −a 1/3

Q̄2 !̄ 1 −b −1

TABLE II. Charge assignment of hidden “light” quarks. Here,
a2 ̸= b2, and Q1,2 and Q̄1,2 are left-handed Weyl spinors.

This is consistent with the upper limit from the 8 TeV
data [9].
We note that the precise value of σ ×B|8TeV depends

on the details of s production, which we have assumed
here to occur only through Eq. (5). (For an analysis of
constraints from the 8 TeV data for general dimension-5
couplings between s and the standard model gauge fields,
see the appendix.) The assumption of gluon fusion dom-
inated production, however, may not be valid in some
cases. For example, depending on the values of m and
Λ, production of heavy resonances that are composed of
Q and Q̄ and decay into s may give comparable contri-
butions to the production of single s through the gluon
fusion. With this production mechanism, the production
rates of s in 8 TeV and 13 TeV pp collisions will dif-
fer more, relaxing the constraints from the 8 TeV data.
The production mechanisms can be differentiated exper-
imentally, e.g., through the transverse momentum dis-
tribution of photons. Detailed analyses of this issue are
warranted.
Limits from other diboson decays of s, i.e. to gg and

ZZ, are weaker.

III. HIDDEN PION: MINIMAL MODEL

We now consider a model in which the 750 GeV reso-
nance is a hidden “pion,” instead of the hidden glueball.
A virtue of this model is that we need to rely less on the
dynamical assumption about the hidden sector. As be-
fore, we take the hidden gauge group GH to be SU(N),
but now we take the hidden quarks to have charges in
Table II and mass terms

L = −m1Q1Q̄1 −m2Q2Q̄2 + h.c., (13)

where we take m1,2 > 0 without loss of generality. We
assume that these masses are sufficiently smaller than the
dynamical scale, m1,2 ≪ Λ, so that Q1,2 and Q̄1,2 can be
regarded as hidden “light” quarks.

A. Hidden Pion Dynamics

The strong GH dynamics makes the hidden quarks
condensate

⟨Q1Q̄1⟩ ≈ ⟨Q2Q̄2⟩ ≡ ⟨QQ̄⟩ ≈
1

16π2
Λ3. (14)

3

These condensations do not break the standard model
SU(3)C or U(1)Y , since the hidden quark quantum num-
bers under these gauge groups are vector-like with respect
to GH [10]. The spectrum below Λ then consists of hid-
den pions, arising from spontaneous breaking of approx-
imate SU(4)A axial flavor symmetry:

ψ ∼ Q1Q̄1 (Adj, 0),

χ ∼ Q1Q̄2 (!, a− b),

φ ∼ Q1Q̄1 −Q2Q̄2 (1, 0),

(15)

where ψ and φ are real scalars while χ is a complex scalar.
The quantum numbers in the rightmost column represent
those under SU(3)C × U(1)Y . The masses of these par-
ticles are given by [11]

m2
ψ = 2m1

⟨QQ̄⟩
f2

+ 3∆C , (16)

m2
χ = (m1 +m2)

⟨QQ̄⟩
f2

+
4

3
∆C +

3(a− b)2

5
∆Y , (17)

m2
φ =

m1 + 3m2

2

⟨QQ̄⟩
f2

. (18)

Here, f is the decay constant, given by

f ≈
1

4π
Λ, (19)

and ∆C and ∆Y are contributions from SU(3)C and
U(1)Y gauge loops, of order

∆C ≈
g23

16π2
Λ2, ∆Y ≈

g21
16π2

Λ2. (20)

We assume that φ is the lightest hidden pion, which
can be ensured by making m2 smaller with respect to
m1. This particle is the pseudo Nambu-Goldstone boson
of U(1)A ⊂ SU(4)A, whose charges are given in Table II.
The couplings of φ to the standard model gauge fields
are determined by the U(1)A-SU(3)2C and U(1)A-U(1)2Y
anomalies and are given by2

L = −
Ng23

32
√
6π2f

φGaµνG̃a
µν −

9(a2 − b2)Ng21
80

√
6π2f

φBµνB̃µν ,

(21)
where G̃a

µν ≡ ϵµνρσGaρσ/2 and similarly for B̃µν . There-
fore, φ can be produced by gluon fusion and decay
into diphoton with a significant branching ratio. Sim-
ilar anomaly induced couplings also exist between ψ
and GµνG̃µν and for a ̸= 0 between ψ and GµνB̃µν =
BµνG̃µν , but not for other combinations of hidden pions
and standard model gauge bosons.

2 The definition of our decay constant, f , is a factor of 2 smaller
than that in Ref. [11]: f = F/2.

B. Parameter Region and Constraints

Assuming that φ production occurs only through in-
teractions in Eq. (21), the production cross section at
13 TeV pp collisions is given by

σpp→s ≃ 270 fb

(

N

5

600 GeV

f

)2

. (22)

From Eq. (21), we find that

Bφ→γγ =
81(a2 − b2)2 cos4 θW g41

50g43
, (23)

so we obtain

σpp→φBφ→γγ ≃ 8.9 fb

(

N(a2 − b2)

5

600 GeV

f

)2

. (24)

This determines the decay constant as

f ≃ 570 GeV
N(a2 − b2)

5

√

10 fb

σpp→φBφ→γγ
. (25)

We then obtain from Eq. (18, 19)

m1 + 3m2

4
≈

m2
φ

8πf
≃ 40 GeV

(

570 GeV

f

)

, (26)

where we have used mφ = 750 GeV in the last expres-
sion. Note, however, that this equation has an O(1) un-
certainty arising from an unknown coefficient in Eq. (19).
We thus find that the model reproduces the observed

diphoton excess for

f ∼ 600 GeV, m1,2 ∼ 40 GeV. (27)

Since the relative branching ratios between φ→ γγ, ZZ,
and Zγ are the same as those of s in the previous
model, Eqs. (10, 11), the present model is subject to the
same constraints from searches of high-mass diboson res-
onances in the 8 TeV data.
Other constraints on the model may come from the

existence of heavier hidden pions, ψ and χ. In particular,
without higher dimension operators coupling the hidden
and standard model sectors and suppressed by a scale not
far above Λ, the χ particle is stable at collider timescales.
Once produced, it hadronizes picking up a light quark
of the standard model. For |a − b| = 2/3 and 1/3, for
example, this particle appears as heavy stable top and
bottom scalar quarks, respectively. The lower bounds on
the masses of such particles are about 800–900 GeV [12].
We expect that mχ satisfies this bound for m1 ∼ m2

due to the contribution from SU(3)C gauge loop, ∆C ,
but if not, we can always make mχ > 900 GeV keeping
mφ = 750 GeV by making m2 smaller relative to m1.

Harigaya and Nomura 1603.05774



BOUND STATES

QCD OR NEW GROUP COMPOSITE

▸ Resonance as QCD composite 
if constituents decay slowly 
enough. 

▸ Large charge needed to get 
large enough rate (Q = -4/3 
charge preferred)
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Figure 2. Bound state diphoton signals at
p
s = 13 TeV for color triplets (top), sextets (bottom-

left) and octets (bottom-right) as a function of the bound state mass. Results are shown for
constituents with spin j = 0 (solid black), 1/2 (dashed blue) and 1 (dotted red), for the values of
electric charge Q indicated on each curve. Limits are from ATLAS [4] (thick pink) and CMS [5]
(thick blue). The green rectangle shows the signal size range that can be inferred from the excesses
observed in [4, 5] at M ⇡ 750 GeV.

Finally we have the option of

j = 0 , R = 6 , Q = �2

3
. (3.4)

The corresponding bound state has a �� branching fraction of 0.10%, resulting in a ��

signal of 3.9 fb.

Each of the above candidates could be part of an SU(2) multiplet, as long as it has

the largest electric charge and the mass splittings in the multiplet are too small to allow

– 6 –
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DARK MATTER

SURE, WHY NOT?

▸ Resonance can even provide an annihilation portal
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Figure 6: DM analysis in the gluon fusion regime. The notation is the same as in Fig. 5.

and we show results for this scenario in Fig. 6. The couplings to gluons for a scalar mediator is
responsible for quite large direct detection rates. As an example, the RG analysis in Section (3.2)
yields a direct detection cross section �SI ' c2�S ⇥ 2.2 · 10�46 cm2 for m� = 1TeV and cGG/⇤ '
0.03TeV�1. Limits from mono-jet events are not relevant in this DM mass range (see Eq. (40)).
The thermal relic line for m� < mS is almost completely excluded by LUX, except for DM
masses extremely close to mS/2. Similar to the photon fusion case, for m� > mS the required
value of c�S suddenly drops and a thermal relic is consistent with LUX bounds. However, the
entire parameter space will be deeply probed by LZ. Although the results in Fig. 6 are presented
for a fixed value of cGG/⇤, it is straightforward to rescale the results. DD bounds scale linearly
with cGG/⇤. This is true also for the the relic line but only for m� < mS, since for larger DM
masses annihilation to mediators dominate and the line is e↵ectively independent on cGG/⇤.

Unlike the photon fusion case discussed above, a thermal relic with pseudo-scalar mediator
(right panel of Fig. 6) is less constrained in the gluon fusion regime. Limits from �-ray lines
searches are not applicable in this case, since the annihilation cross section in gluons (i.e. the
one responsible for a continuum spectrum of photons) is up to 200 times bigger than the one in
lines. Fermi limits from �-ray continuum are of course still valid, but they exclude regions way
above the thermal relic line. As for the scalar case, mono-jet searches do not put bounds in
this DM mass range. In this case, the relic line is very smooth and the drop around m� = mP

is not visible.

5.2 DM Dominated Resonance

The other half of the parameter space corresponds to DM masses below mS/2, yielding the DM
dominated resonance scenario discussed in Section 4.3. We use again the output of our LHC
study to identify interesting classes of DM models.

We now examine the DM phenomenology in the photon fusion regime. Results are shown
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CONCLUSIONS

WHAT DO WE LEARN?

▸ Composite (pion) of new confining gauge group  

▸ Or weakly coupled resonance + vector-like quarks 

▸ Both Work Well 

▸ Both predict extraordinary levels of activity in LHC Run II

121 production with the width of the resonance. The width/rate
122 interplay is of great importance, as a decay to di-photon is
123 normally at the loop level.2 Let us see how this matters in
124 addressing the possibility of SM-like production. Since Φ
125 can always decay back to the initial state, we have

Γother ≥ Γin > 0: ð5Þ

126 Let us now consider for instance production through gluon
127 fusion by coupling theΦ to the SM top. In this case we have
128 Γother ≈ Γtt ≫ Γin ¼ Γgg. The expression then becomes

Rγγ ∼
Γgg

Γtt

Γγγ

mΦ

dL
dm2

Φ
: ð6Þ

129 With Γgg=Γtt ∼ 10−3, and the parton luminosity for a
130 resonance of mass MΦ ¼ 750 GeV,

Rγγ ∼ 10−3 ×
Γγγ

750 GeV
× 106 fb ∼

Γγγ

GeV
fb: ð7Þ

131 That is, to obtain the observed rate we need a partial width
132 to γγ of order 1 GeV. As we will see in the next section, the
133 typical partial width to γγ from a loop of messengers is
134 ∼1 MeV or smaller, and so this width needs to be boosted
135 in some way. Adding a large number of messengers pushes
136 the theory to the strongly coupled regime. Given that
137 ATLAS data slightly prefer a largish width, Oð6%Þ,
138 discussing possible avenues to achieve it, is of some
139 importance, especially given the model building chal-
140 lenges. Therefore, the total width will be the subject of
141 the following section.
142 Another SM-only production possibility is vector-boson
143 fusion. In this case, the production is suppressed by the
144 three-body phase space rather than by a loop factor.
145 Following a similar argument to the above, it is easy to
146 see that a partial width to γγ of order 1 GeV is again required.
147 We consider five ways forward to generate the
148 observed rate:
149 (i) We can approximately saturate the first inequality in
150 (5), by ensuring that there are no other important
151 modes forΦ to decay to other than γγ and back to the
152 initial state. In this case, the dependence on the
153 production mechanism cancels from the rate,

Rγγ ∼
Γγγ

mΦ

dL
dm2

Φ
∼ 10−3 GeV

750 GeV
× 106 fb ∼ 1 fb; ð8Þ

154 which is in the right ballpark to explain the excess.
155 In Sec. III, we present two examples of this kind: in
156 the first exampleΦ is produced through gluon fusion
157 induced by a heavy messenger. In the second case

158the production occurs through a Yukawa coupling to
159the first generation quarks and the decay through an
160uncolored messenger.
161(ii) One could accept the suppression inherent to SM-
162like gluon or vector-boson fusion, and instead
163attempt to increase Γγγ several orders of magnitude.
164In terms of a loop with messengers, this corresponds
165to the limit of large ‘t Hooft coupling and the theory
166becomes strongly coupled. This case may be of
167interest for composite models. Alternatively, in
168Hidden Valley (HV) models [6,7], Φ may decay
169to very light states, which then each can decay to two
170very collimated photons, resolved only as a single
171photon. In this case, the analogue of Γγγ corresponds
172to a tree-level decay and can, therefore, be much
173larger. We discuss this case in Sec. V.
174(iii) The analysis above does not apply for cascade
175decays, in which Φmay be produced as the daughter
176of some heavier messenger resonance, M. In this
177case it is straightforward to increase the production
178rate ofΦwithout decreasing its branching ratio to γγ.
179This will however naturally lead to a signature

TABLE III. Topologies considered in this paper.

Gluon fusion
through a
heavy colored
messenger

Sec. III A

Non-MVF Yukawa
coupling to first
generation quarks

Sec. III B

Vector-boson
fusion through
a heavy W0

Appendix B

Cascade decay Sec. IV

Nonresonant
kinematic edge
providing excess

Sec. IV

Decay to two pairs
of collimated
photons through
a Hidden Valley

Sec. V

2Equation (4) only assumes resonant production in the narrow
width approximation (NWA), which is supported by the data that
prefer at most Γ=M ∼ 6%.
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CONCLUSIONS

▸ Many resonances ; discovering 2nd QCD.   

▸ Or, messenger states

WHAT DO WE LEARN? Messengers

 ! q +W

Collider constraints:

ATLAS: 1509.04261

(limits for chiral quarks)

Messengers

 ! q +W

Collider constraints:

ATLAS: 1509.04261

(limits for chiral quarks)



CONCLUSIONS

IT’S AN IMPORTANT YEAR FOR PHYSICS BSM AT LHC


